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Abstract

Distributed robotic systems are nowadays being applied to several domains,
like ambient assisted living, elderly healthcare, or museum guidance. The in-
ternal control structures of the heterogeneous devices that constitute these sys-
tems are often profitably organized in component-based software architectures.
The strong added value of such distributed systems comes from their potential
ability to automatically self-configure the interaction patterns of their consti-
tuting components. Dynamically reconfigurable component interactions within
and across the various devices allow these systems to automatically change the
form of their actions by founding new cooperations among their devices, or
by destroying the old ones. Automatic self-configuration would dramatically
increase the adaptability of such systems to new tasks or situations. At present
time, no satisfactory solutions exist to the problem of how such distributed sys-
tems should automatically self-configure. With the aim to provide a solution to
this problem, we have developed a mechanism for automatic self-configuration
of distributed robotic systems, in which special components are able to estab-
lish, monitor, and, if needed, change the system configurations. This work has
resulted in the following original outcomes:

• design of formal descriptions for software components that are typical of
distributed robotic systems;

• design of formal task specifications that assimilate categories of system-
level tasks to categories of system configurations;

• design and implementation of software that dynamically creates and mon-
itors configurations given such task and component specifications.

This work has been inspired by ideas from the field of Semantic Web Ser-
vices and by the heritage of reactive architectures in Robotics. In order to val-
idate our design, we have implemented and tested the self-configuration mech-
anism on a specific type of distributed robotic system: the Peis-Ecology.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In this thesis, the design, the implementation, and the experimental validation
of a software mechanism for automatic self-configuration of distributed robotic
systems is presented. The product of this work is a software mechanism, in-
tended as a collection of software programs that solve together a well defined
cross-application problem, and whose logics can be reused whenever the same
problem occurs in different application domains. Reuse of the mechanism pre-
sented here to solve the problem of automatic self-configuration in areas other
than Distributed Robotics is envisioned.

1.1 Motivation of this Work

This work treats configuration of distributed software. As preliminary con-
sideration it is important to state that here the word configuration is never a
synonym of parameterization, term often used referring to manual or auto-
matic procedures for tuning the operational parameters of single components,
e.g. in Control Systems. In this work, the term configuration is always collec-
tively addressed to multiple software components, and it refers to the patterns
of collaboration, cooperation and information exchange among them.

1.1.1 Domain of Application

The primary application domain of the software mechanism for automatic self-
configuration that was developed within this work are Robot Ecologies [66].
These are systems constituted by robots, network-enabled stand-alone sensors,
computationally enhanced everyday artifacts, novel technological devices, and
general purpose computers, which are all networked together and deployed
in the same delimited environment. By sharing physical and information re-
sources, or by forming explicit cooperations, such devices can together perform
tasks otherwise difficult for single robots in passive unstructured environments.
Referring to well-known domains, it can be said that Robot Ecologies spawn at
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

the intersection between Robotics and Ambient Intelligence. Systems of similar
nature have been spelled in literature under the names of Network Robot Sys-
tems [1], Ubiquitous Robot Systems [44], Intelligent Spaces [45], and Artificial
Ecosystems [68]. The work presented in this thesis is also especially targeted,
but not confined, to all these kinds of systems as well.

1.1.2 Configuration of Distributed Software

The software driving robot ecologies and similar distributed robotic systems is
usually organized in a component-based architecture, where components are
spread over the various devices. In this sense, robot ecologies are not differ-
ent from any other kind of distributed software system, and the robotic nature
of their constituting devices can be therefore abstracted when this is conve-
nient. From the software point of view, robot ecologies are collections of self-
contained software components running on different hardware. In practice, col-
laboration among the ecology devices is the result of the coordinated execution
and the coordinated interaction of all such software components.

Practically, interaction among software components occurs through stan-
dard techniques of inter-process communication, by which the components ex-
change their data. In such way, the components of a distributed system transfer
information, communicate with the user, or, in the special case of robot ecolo-
gies, issue commands for acting in the real world. The patterns of component
interaction during a certain collaboration, i.e. what components exchange what
data with what other components, determine what is intended in this thesis as
the configuration of the distributed system. In the special case of robot ecolo-
gies, a peculiar technique of communication is identified. Components of robot
ecologies exchange information in the form of flows of data on input-output
connections. This is typical for robotic systems, e.g. in a sensor processing
pipeline, or in a hierarchy of controllers, and it appears also in smart home
appliances, e.g. for multi-media content streaming. So, the kind of configura-
tion that is treated in this work is determined by:

• Software components, possibly driving physical devices, and

• Component connections, on which flow the exchanged data.

To immediately understand such abstract objects that are the configurations,
it is useful to compare them to classical electrical circuits. Electrical circuits are
constituted by elementary electrical components and by physical cables that
connect their pins. Electrical circuits operate by having the electrical compo-
nents to transform the current signal that flows on the physical connections.
Similarly, robot ecologies operate with the software components processing the
data that flow on their logical input-output connections.
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1.1.3 Automatic Self-Configuration

With present software technologies, components and interactions of distributed
systems must not be decided once and for all at design time, but they can easily
be changed when the system is deployed, or even at run-time. This feature
is extremely convenient in the area of Robot Ecologies, where dynamism is a
working assumption. In a robot ecology, devices and their software components
are not meant to be fixed: mobile robots and portable devices such as mobile
phones or PDAs unpredictably enter or exit the physical space that delimits the
ecology, bringing in or out the software components running on them.

Even if the devices do not change, the connections between the components
can change depending on the actual task of the ecology. For example, the same
loudspeaker is connected some times to the phone line, and other times to the
radio tuner. Finally, even if the devices and the system task remain unchanged,
unpredictable failures or changes in the status of the physical environment de-
termine the pertinence of connections. For example, when all the internal ther-
mometers break, the air-conditioning system shall be connected to an estimator
of the internal temperature given the external temperature, which in turn shall
be connected to a web service monitoring the weather.

Users of robot ecologies are not supposed to manage components and con-
nections, as administrators of conventional distributed systems do. A robot
ecology is meant to automatically self-configure, i.e. it is meant to find out
without human intervention what components should be run and what connec-
tions should be established within itself in every situation. Much work has been
done recently on the principles and techniques for automatic self-configuration
in Autonomous Robotics [48, 52, 64], Web Services [9, 16, 59, 82], and Auto-
nomic Computing [73], as well as in areas close to Robot Ecologies [18, 31].
Despite this, no satisfactory solutions still exist to this problem.

1.2 Objectives of this Work

This work aims at providing a prototypical solution to the problem of auto-
matic self-configuration for robot ecologies and for any other sort of distributed
system that functions in a similar way. The principles and the techniques for
knowledge representation and for software interoperability that are adopted in
this work are inspired from the field of Semantic Web Services. The approach
to search for configurations and to reconfiguration that is undertaken in this
work is comparable to the reactive approach originally devised in Autonomous
Robotics. The product of this work is a complete and working software mech-
anism, which has been implemented and tested on a concrete Robot Ecology
platform: the Peis-Ecology [66].
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1.3 Contributions of this Work

This work brings the following original contributions:

• design of formal platform- and language-independent descriptions of soft-
ware components that adhere to a specific behavioral model, typical in
distributed robotic systems;

• design of formal task specifications that assimilate categories of system-
level tasks to categories of system configurations, meaningful when com-
ponents operate according to the above model;

• design and implementation of software programs that can dynamically
generate, install, and monitor configurations in a distributed system upon
receiving high-level specifications of goal tasks and available components
that are compliant to the above formalisms.

Other scientifically valuable contributions of this work consist in the iden-
tification of the system-level constraints for applicability of all the above for-
malisms and solutions; in porting the web service discovery architecture to dis-
tributed robotic systems where software components operate according to the
above model; and in the validation of the devised formalisms, and test of the
developed software in multiple sample scenarios and in the real world.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 is an overview of noticeable solutions to the problems of configura-
tion and of automatic configuration in the literature of Distributed Robotics as
well as in other areas of Computer Science.

Chapter 3 defines the problem of automatic self-configuration as approached
in this work, and introduces the constituents of the software mechanism devel-
oped within this work to solve such problem.

Chapter 4 describes in detail the configuration components developed within
this work, defining their internal algorithms and analyzing their features.

Chapter 5 reports a series of experimental runs executed to validate and test
the mechanism for automatic self-configuration in its whole.

Chapter 6 concludes this thesis by resuming its achievements, and by discussing
future improvements of the proposed framework.



Chapter 2
Related Work

In the areas of Network Robotics and Ambient Intelligence, which are closely
related to Robot Ecologies, the term configuration is generally used referring
to structures and organizations of different sorts. As a matter of fact, to make
immediately clear what kind of configuration a research is about, it is necessary
to specify what entities, or components, are the target of it. The following clas-
sification disambiguates the term configuration as used in Robot Ecologies and
areas nearby depending on the possible different targets of it. This classification
is useful to make clear the topic of the present work, and in turn to isolate the
interesting works related to it.

2.1 Classifications of Configuration

Configuration of physical components in modular robots [84] or swarms of
robots [22]. These works respectively study the control of robots assembled
from many identical parts, and the aggregation of large numbers of mini-robots
into groups whose abilities overcome the ones of the single units.

Configuration of network nodes in wireless sensor networks [2], or generally
peer-to-peer networks [5]. These works, e.g. [20, 81, 83], are about optimal
physical deployment of wireless devices, and about algorithms for automatic
establishment of the most opportune connections and routing paths among the
networked components in order to optimize network robustness, reliability,
and quality of service, with minimal energy consumption.

Configuration of systems of distributed software components exporting ele-
mentary functions. These works aim at finding out how the call sequence and
the argument passing between such functions can be automatically generated
and put into practice to obtain on the fly multiple distributed applications that
solve diverse problems of information processing, or distributed sensing, possi-
bly including physical actuation.

5
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Configuration of teams of software agents, possibly embodied into robotic
agents; most properly referred to as multi-agent coordination. Works in this
area, e.g. [17, 36], treat techniques for automatic role assignment and auto-
matic coordination in teams of agents for the achievement of common goals.

2.2 Structure and Goal of the Survey

As already hinted in the Introduction, the work presented here treats configu-
rations of software components. Therefore, it falls into the third of the above
categories. Only noticeable works in the same group will be discussed in the
rest of this chapter. Within these works, an important distinction has to be
done between those in which the configurations are decided and set up man-
ually by humans, versus those in which the systems themselves automatically
establish the correct interconnections between their components, i.e. they auto-
matically self-configure. Preliminary step to automatic self-configuration is the
solution of the problem of automatic selection of components that are suitable
to perform given operations. In fact, it is reasonable to tackle the problem of
automatic interconnection of components into a system configuration only af-
ter a technique has been devised to make the system automatically select which
components provide the functionalities that are needed in such configuration.
In Section 2.3, noticeable works are surveyed about distributed systems that
can operate in different configurations, systematically decided and deployed by
hand. In Section 2.4 some works in the important area of automatic component
selection are discussed. Finally, Section 2.5 is dedicated to review works about
distributed systems capable of automatic self-configuration.

The goal of this literature survey is to present an overlook on various
projects that in the past few years and in different areas of Robotics and Com-
puter Science faced the problem of configuring multiple, possibly heterogeneous
components into variable interoperation patterns. Studies on this problem are
spread over researches coming from many different domains, because such
problem arises in every kind of distributed software system, and because distri-
bution, in turn, has proven to be profitable in software development regardless
of the application area. Given the variety of fields in which this topic has been
treated, it is important to have a wide even if superficial knowledge of the so-
lutions from as much as possible areas of study, not to perform the mistake
of reinventing techniques that are elsewhere well-known. On the contrary, the
work presented in this thesis has found many inspirations from the solutions
described in this survey, even if none of these solutions could be directly applied
here as it was originally conceived or implemented.

2.3 Manually Configurable Distributed Systems

In the area of Distributed Systems, interest has historically concentrated in pro-
viding the components of the distributed applications with uniform high-level
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programming mechanisms, which would allow them to be connected to each
other for exchanging information. Once the applications are provided with
such mechanisms for connection and information exchange, a problem arises
of deciding the actual patterns of interconnection and the actual control flow
between applications for obtaining the desired collective behavior. In static sys-
tems, i.e. systems whose participant components do not change at run-time,
such problem can be solved once and for all at design-time. Dynamic systems
are much more problematic, since extra mechanisms must be provided to al-
low components that join the system at run-time to be seamlessly integrated
without need to reboot, and to prevent components that leave the system at
run-time to make the system crash.

2.3.1 Distributed Robotic Systems with Static Configurations

The Open RObot COntrol Software (OROCOS) [15] is a distributed soft-
ware framework for building motion control systems for robotic manipulators.
OROCOS is built on CORBA [76], and supports the development of mod-
ular robot control software, whose components are possibly distributed over
many units of computation. Modularization is a standard practice in software
engineering, but it is not adopted in robot automation, especially in the in-
dustry. OROCOS features description files that state what components should
be loaded at system startup, and how their inputs and outputs should be con-
nected together, and other description files that store the control parameters of
each component, also read at system startup. Splitting the information about
the parameterization of every single component, and the information about the
dataflow patterns between components from the actual executable code permits
to avoid recompilation every time the system is tuned or reconfigured. However
OROCOS does not allow run-time reconfiguration of such distributed control
systems, because it is unlikely that control components of a robotic manipula-
tor need to be changed at run-time.

A similar approach is taken by Open-R [69], the operating system of the
Sony Artificial Intelligence roBOt (AIBO) platform. Open-R is provided with
a high-level communication API that simplifies interoperation among modules
running on different AIBOs. Module interaction linkages are stored into con-
figuration files that are kept separated from the executable code. Open-R is
however a less ambitious product with respect to OROCOS, since its target
hardware, i.e. the AIBO platform, is homogeneous and proprietary. The Behav-
ior Interaction Priority (BIP) framework by Basu et al. [8], is another software
framework for designing and building mobile robot control architectures from
single operational components.
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2.3.2 Distributed Systems with Dynamic Configurations

Since the target applications of the present work are robot ecologies, hence
distributed systems in which the interaction patterns among the constituting
software components are dynamic, solutions for dynamically reconfigurable
systems are more interesting for the scope of this review. As it appears in [14],
the Peis-Ecology, i.e. the robot ecology for which the self-configuration mecha-
nism developed within this work was implemented, classifies itself among such
systems. The Peis-Ecology is not reviewed here, as it will be instead described
in detail in Chapter 5.

Adaptations of General Purpose Infrastructures

Almeida et al. [3] worked on a dynamic reconfiguration service for CORBA-
based applications, that allows CORBA server objects to be interchanged at
run-time transparently with respect to the CORBA client objects that are con-
nected to them. In object-oriented distributed systems, client/server interactions
are based on remote synchronous calls from clients to servers, and possibly
cascaded calls from servers to other servers. In the same work, insuring re-
configuration transparency is mainly concerned with the problem of blocking
clients calls while server substitution is needed, and recovering blocked calls
when the new server object is available. Dedicated components, called Recon-
figuration Agents handle transparency in reconfiguration once the object that
has to be substituted and the new object have been selected. The selection of
the actual server objects that are meant to be interchanged is done by a human,
or reconfiguration designer, through the specification of the changes and the
constraints that need to be preserved during reconfiguration. The specification
of the reconfiguration is passed as parameter to a centralized reconfiguration
manager: a custom CORBA service that handles the whole reconfiguration pro-
cess. Another approach to dynamic reconfiguration of CORBA components is
presented by MacDonald et al. [50], with specific reference to applications in
Mobile Robotics.

A Robotic Framework with Dynamic Configuration

The Remote Object Control Interface (ROCI) [19] is a .NET [53] software
framework for building robotic applications composed of distributed sensor
and actuator devices, and specialized computational resources. It is presented
with main applications in reconfigurable robot teams, where robots exchange
data with other robots through pin-based connections among the various soft-
ware modules installed on them. The pattern of data transferring among mod-
ules (and hence between robots) depends on the task of the robot team, and
can change at run-time. Configuration in a ROCI-based robot team is the set of
running modules plus the set of connections between modules. Configurations
are written in XML files that list the modules needed to solve specific tasks, and
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the connections between those modules. A database of available modules and of
configuration files is stored on each site and is accessed through the ROCI ker-
nel, which is the core control element of ROCI, and is also installed on each
site. A human user can have command and control of the system through a
remote application, named the ROCI browser. Through the browser, the user
decides to start or stop tasks on the various network nodes. The framework is
demonstrated with a collaborative localization task on a group of robot.

A Dynamically Configurable Network Robot System

The Context Aware Middleware for Ubiquitous robot Systems (CAMUS) [43,
54] is a network robot platform for ambient assisted living. CAMUS is based
on a pure client/server architecture in which a remote server orchestrates the
collective behavior of robots and intelligent devices. Besides performing con-
text and task management for the devices distributed in the environment, the
CAMUS-server also stores the modules that implement commonly used func-
tionalities, like voice recognition, voice synthesis, and image processing. These
are executed at client side, upon downloading. The CAMUS server is supposed
to be deployed in a remote site, outside of the intelligent environment. A CA-
MUS client is called Service Agent Manager (SAM). SAMs are mounted on
each robot and on each PDA; one single SAM is devoted to all the intelligent
devices statically mounted in the environment. This last SAM is distinct from
the CAMUS server, and is run on a local server, inside the controlled environ-
ment. Collective tasks in the CAMUS platform are pre-programmed in a propri-
etary script language. These tasks are well modelled by event-condition-action
schemas. An example is illustrated, in which a TV Control Task maintains ON
the TV in the room in which the user is located. Given a specific TV apparatus,
its ON status depends on a context composed by the desire expressed by the
user of having the TV ON plus the location of the user.

A Dynamically Configurable Ambient Intelligence System

As pure Ambient Intelligence system, it is worth to mention STITCH [6], in
which device interoperation is also regulated by scripts, more precisely by pro-
duction rules. Rules specify what devices should consume the data provided by
other devices. Consumption of resource data could consequently trigger actions
in the physical world, or production of other resource data. STITCH is also
provided with an event mechanism that allows aggregation of published event
data, to export them as combined resources. Event publishers (usually sensors)
use pre-defined event buses, and event buses are abstracted as resources, which
can in turn trigger script rules.
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2.4 Automatic Component Selection

As sketched in Section 2.2, in order to provide a system with the ability to au-
tonomously configure its constituting components into meaningful interaction
patterns, a preliminary problem to be solved is automatic component selec-
tion. This is the problem of identifying in a set of available components the
ones exporting the functions that provide the desired result given a specific
input. The common solution to this problem consists in providing all the com-
ponents of the system with formal component descriptions. These descriptions
are permanently stored into manifest files that specialized programs can access
to compare the various functionalities of each component with what is actually
needed. The components that are compatible with the problem specification,
according to some criterion, are hence selected. The level of detail in compo-
nent descriptions varies from application to application, and there is no general
classification, apart from the sharp distinction between semantic and syntac-
tic descriptions. The former are based on logic languages, usually Description
Logic (DL) [7] while the latter are written in other standards, which are formal
as well, but not based on formal logics.

2.4.1 Automatic Selection based on Semantic Descriptions

The problem of automatic selection of the desired functionalities from the right
components is fundamental in the literature of Web Services. It is not the pur-
pose, here, to go deep into the issues of Web Services and of the Web Services
architecture, but it is important to illustrate the basic concepts that are off-
spring in that area and that are also frequently reused in other areas. Then,
we review some applications of the Semantic Web Services (SWS) standards for
component selection to other areas of Computer Science and Robotics.

Semantic Web Services Selection

Paolucci et al. [63] define basic criteria for semantic matchmaking of SWS.
Matchmaking is the process by which a service description is compared to a
service request, to deliberate on the compliance of the first to the second. In
the same work, DAML-Services (DAML-S) is proposed for use in both de-
scriptions and requests. DAML-S is an ontology for Web Services descriptions,
and it is defined in the DARPA Agent Markup Language + Ontology Inference
Layer (DAML+OIL) language, which is in turn grounded on DL. DAML+OIL
is well suited for writing service descriptions in terms of taxonomies of con-
cepts, concept properties, and relations among concepts; supporting DL-based
reasoning, it is also well suited for automatic matchmaking.

The DAML-S ontology of service descriptions lists the constituents of a
Web Service: a service has a geographic radius, a quality rating, a communi-
cation throughput, etc. . . . These are common classification units for any web
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service. In addition, a service has inputs, outputs, preconditions, and effects:
these constitute the functional description of the service, i.e. the elements that
denote the working of the service as a program function that can possibly have
also some specific working conditions and side effects. All the elements that
constitute a DAML-S service description are DAML classes. The matchmaking
algorithm checks the compatibility between the classes of such constituents and
the corresponding elements in the service request.

In the proposed matchmaking algorithm, compatibility is determined by
checking subsumption relations between inputs and outputs in the description
and the corresponding classes in the request. More precisely, a request is com-
patible with a description if the outputs of the request are subsumed by the
outputs of the description, and the inputs of a request subsume the inputs of
a description1. The actual use of the other attributes, and especially of pre-
conditions and effects is not discussed. More complex matchmaking criteria
have been proposed in subsequent works, e.g. [46]. Other works, like [11], ex-
ist, where the logic foundations of SWS description languages are exploited to
evaluate the performance of matchmaking algorithms in terms of optimality of
the result versus computational complexity.

Applications for Peer-to-Peer Networks

The work of Elenius and Ingmarsson [23, 24], is about semantic discovery
and selection on the JXTA [75] peer-to-peer infrastructure. This work is valu-
able because the standards of SWSs are used in a peer-to-peer context, while
normally the scope of Web Services technologies is confined to client/server
applications. Their product is named Ontology-based Discovery-Enabled Net-
work (Oden). In Oden, the JXTA advertisement model for peer-to-peer net-
works is extended associating to classical JXTA advertisements (which are
purely syntactical) a semantic description of the advertised service, written in
the Web Ontology Language (OWL), and compliant to the ontology of OWL-
Services2 (OWL-S). A domain-dependent ontology for classifying properties of
printers and scanners, i. e. sample devices of a peer-to-peer network, has been
written in OWL and attached to the OWL-S ontology. Then, a reasoner has
been used to compare the descriptions discovered fetching JXTA advertisements
with the requests of the user application. The user can therefore request to find
printers or scanners with specific features, or features within some given bound-
aries, like minimum printing or scanning resolution. A similar work is presented
by Haase et al. [32], where a semantic selection mechanism is built for Bibster:
a bibliographic peer-to-peer network also built on the JXTA infrastructure.

1Curiosly, this is the opposite criterion with respect to type-checking of input and output pa-
rameters of method calls in Object-Oriented programming languages.

2OWL and OWL-S are the successors of respectively DAML+OIL and DAML-S.
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An Application to a Multi-Robot System

Exploitation of SWS technologies in Robotics is found in the work of Amigoni
and Arrigoni Neri [4]; there, a multi-robot system is presented, where every
robot is provided with a semantic description of its capabilities, and tasks are
matched with the robots that can accomplish them. An OWL (limited) ontol-
ogy of robots and robotic services is proposed, in which functionalities are
cataloged at different abstraction levels, e.g. wheel steering, or point to point
navigation. An ontology of tasks is also mentioned, and recruiting of robots for
specific tasks is done by comparing robots capabilities with the task description.
This is done automatically, fetching the description stored on each robot, and
using some well-known reasoning system. An example in which a robot is se-
lected for navigating through a door is given. Through automatic reasoning, a
robot of the team is selected, whose size allows it to safely traverse the door.

An Application to a Network Robot System

The Ubiquitous Robot Simulation Framework [35] is an intelligent space simu-
lator which provides SWS abstractions and mechanisms for accessing the func-
tionalities exposed by the simulated devices. Once again, OWL-S is used for
writing service interface descriptions. In this case, the software services control
simulated devices, like heaters or televisions. OWL-S is extended to model the
associations between physical devices and provided services: e.g. services like
turnOn, turnOff, volumeUp, and volumeDown can be semantically associated
to the same TV apparatus. This framework is not conceived as a peer-to-peer
system, therefore descriptions of simulated services are stored in a centralized
repository, which is located within the simulator itself.

Semantic Selection based on Other Technologies

Although the most consolidated one, SWS technology is not the exclusive solu-
tion for providing distributed systems with automatic semantic selection capa-
bilities. In Ambient Intelligence, a noticeable example of distributed platform
where semantic selection of functionalities is built on a custom technology are
the extrovert Gadgets (eGadgets) [37]. The eGadgets are computationally en-
hanced everyday objects that can interoperate through wireless communication
to present to the user collective functionalities. These embedded devices have
too little hardware resources to run a complete SWS stack. The typical example
is constituted by an eBook and an eLamp configured together, so that the lamp
will be switched on just when the book is open. Every eGadget exports plugs,
i.e. interfaces to the services it provides. A synapse is the association formed
between two compatible plugs. Plug compatibility is determined referring to
a shared ontology [21] which classifies eGadgets physical properties and ex-
ported capabilities. The eGadgets ontology is used to automatically determine
compatibility between discovered plugs and needed plugs, so that eGadgets can
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correctly exploit the functionalities exported by their peers; it is the human end-
user, though, that is supposed to decide what are the functionalities that every
eGadget should be looking for. In the example before, it is the user that decides
that the lighting functionality of the eLamp should be exploited by the eBook.
In practice, the user decides the configuration of his eGadget world according
to his preferences; this is done with an external editor. After this preliminary
setup, each eGadget will automatically select the correct services, among the
ones discovered as available in each different run.

2.4.2 Automatic Selection based on Syntactic Descriptions

Syntactic selection of services in distributed systems is needed whenever no
semantic descriptions are available, but it is still profitable to have dynamic
binding to service providers. Dynamic binding to service providers is allowed
by both most prominent distributed middlewares: CORBA [76] and Jini [71].
CORBA Interface Definition Language (IDL) [77] interfaces are platform inde-
pendent descriptions of the server object interface, through lists of the exported
methods. These can be dynamically loaded by client objects through the Dy-
namic Invocation Interface (DII) API. Jini proxy objects are the same as IDL
definitions, but they are tied to the Java language, and are dynamically loaded
by Jini clients. In both cases, it is the client application that carries the burden
of selection of the service provider on the basis of these descriptions. Imitations,
extensions, and adaptations of the above mechanisms to products tailored for
specific application fields exist. Some of them are reported below.

Syntactic Selection in Distributed Robotic Systems

The Expert Tribe in a Hybrid Network Operating System (ETHNOS) [65]
is a software platform which is both a middleware supporting high-level in-
formation exchange among applications, and a real-time task scheduler, ex-
tension to the one provided by the underlying operating system. ETHNOS
was designed to specifically support the integration of robotic applications dis-
tributed over multi-robot systems. The API of ETHNOS supports communi-
cation through asynchronous message passing as well as synchronous service
access, both based on types of messages and of services, e.g. robot-position
or robot-speed. ETHNOS keeps the information on the types of available ser-
vices upon declaration of the publishers, and client components subscribe to
published messages, or invoke server methods on the basis of these types. The
possible types of services are said to be defined a priori, but the actual providers
can dynamically change. ETHNOS has been successively used by the same au-
thors as the backbone of the Artificial Ecosystem [68], which is a distributed
robotic system. There, the type-based service selection mechanism of ETHNOS
has been improved with an authority-based protocol. Each component is as-
sociated with a level of authority, and when distinct components publish the
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same type of resource, the one coming from the most authoritative publisher is
chosen. For example, both a trajectory controller and an avoid obstacle reflex-
ive component publish the same type of message, Speed Jog, but the second is
considered more critical, so it is always selected when available.

A full Web Services (non Semantic) stack is mounted in the system presented
by Kim et al. [42]. In such work, services are used to provide information and
also fragments of application logic to a robotic arm controller, for grasping
and manipulating objects in an unstructured environment. In the presented ap-
plication, the robotic arm is supposed to clean a table from dishes and other
tableware. Information about how to pickup the objects is not pre-programmed
in the robot controller, but is stored in a remote site, which is accessed through
Web Services protocols and mechanisms. Also, the information needed to vi-
sually recognize the object, useful for visual servoing, is stored on the remote
site. The table is equipped with an IC tag, which stores an association table
between object names and pointers (i.e. URLs) to the remote services: there is
one service per each physical object, and this service stores all the high-level
information and application logic to handle the relative object. When the arm
approaches the table, it reads the list of physical objects thereby disposed, and
accesses the services associated to each of them. Syntactic selection is intrinsic
in the coupling between object names and service URLs.

Attempts to define languages to express intuitive semantics of robotic ser-
vices also exist. These are mostly extensions of XML. For example, Nakamura
et al. [58, 74] introduce the Field Data Markup Language (FDML), which tags
the robotic services of a network robot system with the information about
when, where, what should be performed, and possibly who, i.e. which robot,
should perform the service. The RoboML markup language is proposed by
Makatchev and Tso [51]. This is a description language of data, services, and
software and hardware robotic components. An application is presented, where
RoboML is used as data/service access interface for teleoperation through the
Internet. The use of RoboML is promoted because it unties the user interface
application from the remotely accessed API of the robot controller. Despite of
its inspiration both from agent communication and knowledge representation
languages, RoboML never became a standard. Also Fritsch et al. [26] promote
XML descriptions of components and datatypes, adopting them in their archi-
tecture for a robotic companion.

Syntactic Selection for Distributed Sensing in an Intelligent Environment

The Robotic Room [55, 56] is an ambient assisted living environment con-
stituted by networked sensors, robots and other actuated devices. In its latest
developments, the room is especially dedicated to collection and processing of
sensory data for human behavior recognition. For this purpose, Naguchi et
al. [61, 62] developed a software abstraction layer, constituted by a common
API to uniformly access the sensory devices, formal descriptions for automatic
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selection of devices and data processing components, and a mechanism for au-
tomatic duplication of the data processing components plus automatic connec-
tion of the new modules to the correct sensors. The sensors deployed in the
room are mostly homogeneous, being either pressure sensors, deployed under
the floor, and on some selected pieces of furniture (bed, chairs, . . . ), or switch
sensors attached to the electric and electronic appliances. A central server, called
the room server stores the formal descriptions of the sensors, altogether with
a unique spatial description of the room, to which the sensor descriptions re-
fer to indicate their physical location. Descriptions are written in the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) language. Primary sensor data processing com-
ponents, called sensor services, are also stored in the room server, and are
associated to formal descriptions as well. The sensor services are duplicated
upon request of remote applications, and automatically connected to the sen-
sory sources that they need, which are selected upon their RDF descriptions.

Syntactic Selection in Networks of Small Mobile Wireless Devices

In the field of distributed applications for small mobile wireless devices and sen-
sors, service selection is usually at syntactic level, due to intrinsic difficulties in
building up complex stacks of semantic information parsers, interpreters, and
reasoners, to be run on such resource-limited devices. It is worth to mention the
Mires [70] middleware for sensor networks and the Anhinga [39] infrastructure
for mobile wireless devices. In a Mires-enabled network, sensor nodes publish
data messages tagged by their topics (e.g. temperature or humidity), and end-
user applications are supposed to select to which topics to subscribe. Anhinga
is based on the Jini Mobile Edition (JiniME) [38] technology, the lightweight
counterpart of Jini. JiniME supports peer-to-peer networks by allowing each
instance of the middleware to host its own lookup service, for listing the ser-
vices locally provided. Service descriptions are in this case the same as in Jini,
i.e. Java proxy objects.

2.5 Automatic Configuration of Distributed Systems

In the Introduction, we motivated the need of automatic self-configuration in
Robot Ecologies by saying that the users of such systems are not meant to
manage them as professional administrators do with conventional distributed
systems. Actually, when the complexity of the application interactions raises to
levels such that it is beyond the human capabilities to administrate them while
insuring the necessary standards of robustness and flexibility, automatic self-
configuration becomes necessary in any distributed information system. This
idea motivates the research in the field of Autonomic Computing [27, 41],
which is mainly targeted to data-intensive business applications. This is a very
young branch of Computer Science, although some concrete work already ap-
peared on the topic [73]. Research on automatic configuration of distributed
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systems has instead done its major steps in the area of Web Services. Works in
the areas of Ambient Intelligence and Distributed Robotics closely follow, with
solutions either inherited from Web Services, or obtained by directly applying
classical Artificial Intelligence techniques.

The general approach found in the reviewed literature is to reconduct the
problem of self-configuration to some other well-known problem, like auto-
mated synthesis of composite processes, or classical AI planning. In all cases,
the adopted strategy is to find a way to formalize the problem of self-configu-
ration so that it can be solved just by applying already existing general al-
gorithms. As for the selection problem, it is also necessary to find a suitable
formalism to describe the software components. Given the descriptions of the
available components, an automatic process that uses well-known techniques,
like search or constraint satisfaction, is supposed to derive the component in-
teraction patterns that make the overall system achieve a certain result.

We adopt here the same distinction of before between works that adopt se-
mantic formalisms for the descriptions of the available components, and works
that adopt syntactic formalisms instead. This time, the distinction is purely ter-
minological, and we adopt it just for convenience of classification. Among the
reviewed works, the ones that adopt semantic descriptions use to translate such
descriptions in other formalisms prior to exploit them for automatic configu-
ration. We will discuss later on how this levels the results of such works to the
ones obtained starting directly with syntactic descriptions.

2.5.1 Automatic Configuration based on Semantic Descriptions

In Web Services literature, the problem of configuration is referred to as Web
Service composition. Web Service composition is the process of synthesizing a
brand new service constituted by the mutual exchange of processed informa-
tion among the available services. A second problem, identified in the literature
but not treated in this survey, is Web Service orchestration. This refers to the
run-time execution and execution monitoring of the synthesized service. The
de facto standard formalism to describe Web Services for composition is the
OWL-S (formerly DAML-S) Process Model [79], whose primary aim is to give
a (semantic) description of how a client can interact with the service.

Web Services Composition based on Semantic Descriptions

Narayanan and McIlraith [59] show how DAML-S process descriptions can
be translated into Situation Calculus. They in turn map the outcome of this
translation into the formalism of Petri Nets. In the final result, each web ser-
vice process is modeled as a Petri net, with a perfect mapping between the
constructs of the DAML-S Process Model and the constituents of Petri Nets.
The advantage of this approach is the access to a rich repository of tools and
techniques for simulation, validation, verification, and automated composition
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of Web Services, by working on their Petri Net models instead than directly
on their DAML-S descriptions, without any loss in expressiveness. Traverso
and Pistore [82] describe how State Transition Systems can be used to give
operational semantics to OWL-S processes. They show a method to translate
every process of a web service in a state transition system, which also cap-
tures the dynamic interactions with external clients, just as the OWL-S Process
Model descriptions. They then present a custom language to express composi-
tion goals as requirements for the service to be generated, and show how Web
Service composition synthesis can be performed with the technique of planning
as Model Checking.

An Application of Web Services Standards to a Network Robot System

While the Web Services community is more interested in developing theoreti-
cal frameworks for Web Service composition, research on self-configuration of
distributed systems in Ambient Intelligence and Robotics is often finalized to-
ward the development of complete working platforms. The Ubiquitous Robot
Service Framework (URSF) [31] is a service-oriented robot-centric architecture
in which planning and service request are done onboard a mobile robot, called
Robotic Agent (RA). Devices distributed in the environment are abstracted as
Web Services (DWS) and export OWL-S descriptions. Service composition is
done by the RA using the SHOP2 planner, and is called Plan Composition. A
Plan Composition module transforms OWL-S descriptions into a planning do-
main for SHOP2. More precisely, every OWL-S atomic process is translated
into a SHOP2 planning operator, where the input of the process maps into the
parameters of the planning operator, its preconditions map into the precondi-
tions of the operator, and its effects map into the add-list. OWL-S composite
processes are instead translated into SHOP2 planning methods, which are par-
tially ordered plans. After the translation, usual hierarchical planning is per-
formed in SHOP2. In an example, the user asks the URSF interface to make it
brighter in the room where he/she sits. The outcome plan is to raise window
blinds if the room features windows, or turn on the lights otherwise. Both these
DWS are executed by the RA in charge to enact the plan.

A Self-Configurable System with Automated Reasoning on Semantics

In the works presented until now the components to be configured are ab-
stracted as functions possibly mapped to actions in a real or virtual world.
The input and output parameters of these functions are possibly seen as mes-
sages among FSMs. Capezio et al. [18] present a distributed robotic platform
in which every component is abstracted into the more general concept of agent,
which encompasses simple interfaces to hardware components, modules for
data processing, manipulation, and fusion, algorithms for pre-coded high-level
symbol processing, and more complex reasoners and planners. Each agent is
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associated to a description of its capabilities, goals, inputs and outputs, all
classified according to a unified ontology. Agents can aggregate in configura-
tions, called niches which are also associated to descriptions of the same kind
as for single agents. Hardware interfaces and low level data processing mod-
ules interact transferring data on abstract communication channels; symbolic
information for object and situation assessment is generated by pre-coded high-
level algorithms from the values of the signals to which they are connected. For
example, algorithms are presented for assessment of user or robot symbolic
localization, based respectively on data coming from blob extraction or odom-
etry components. Such kind of cognitive agents featuring fixed reasoning add
to the system instances of the classes pre-defined in the ontology. Asserted in-
stances of situations and objects are then manipulated through DL reasoning to
derive new facts about the state of the environment. When needed, agents are
as well provided with a FSM-like description, where transition among states
are as usual associated to agent actions. STRIPS-like planners are used both for
high-level action planning and for low-level configuration planning (here called
process refinement). Action planning can be triggered by the user, or by a pre-
determined reaction to changes in the assessed situation; configuration planning
is used to build up the niche that collectively reaches a common low-level goal,
i.e. the post-condition of a high-level action.

2.5.2 Automatic Configuration based on Syntactic Descriptions

Works in Web Service composition exist that do not even mention semantics
in the descriptions of services, of their inputs, and of their outputs. Types of
data are just labels that can not have any relation to each other, apart from
syntactic equality. Nonetheless, even these works have solid logical founda-
tions, as reported below. Works proposing algorithms of self-configuration for
component-based multi-robot systems use also purely syntactic formal descrip-
tions, which are however usually devised ad-hoc.

Web Services Composition based on Syntactic Descriptions

Bultan et al. [16] model Web Service interactions as conversations among Mealy
Finite State Machines (MFSM). Each Web Service is modelled as a MFSM
whose transitions among states can be induced by a function call, or be spon-
taneous when a function ends. In the first case, the service receives a message;
in the last case, the service issues a message. Messages are typed, and for the
purposes of composition, it is not the content of a message that counts, but
just its type. It is supposed that a global supervisor exists, capable of seeing
all the messages of all the interacting services. A conversation is hence the se-
quence of all messages exchanged by all the services, ordered by the time at
which they are issued. A conversation is seen as an expression in the theory of
Regular Grammars. With this formalization, the problem of composition syn-
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thesis consists in finding the subset of the available services whose conversation
complies to a goal regular expression. Berardi et al. [9] propose a framework
that integrates the views of Web Services functions as actions that modify a
world state (as in the perspective of Situation Calculus), and Web Services as
message-passing FSMs. In this work, Web Services are modelled as Transition
Systems, to which local databases are associated; local databases are modified
by service interactions, enacted in message passing. Messages flow according to
a linkage between input and output ports of services. The problem of composi-
tion consists in synthesizing a mediator service that routes messages among the
available services and with the client according to a peculiar linkage, such that
from the external point of view of the client, the composed system is indistin-
guishable from a given goal system. Through formal analysis, the authors show
that such a mediator can be found in exponential time over the size of the goal
transition system, the number of available services, and the number of message
types that the client can issue.

Automatic Configuration of Component-Based Multi-Robot Systems

It is in works that address the problem of tightly-coupled multi-robot cooper-
ation that the concept of configuration is intended most closely to the one of
the present work. This kind of configuration was already seen with the ROCI
platform. However, in ROCI the configurations are directly written into config-
uration files, and are deployed upon the user command. McKee et al. [52] intro-
duce the concept of task-directed configuration, where robotic components are
extracted from a common pool, and assembled together upon a high-level task
description. In this way, ad-hoc robotic architectures are automatically built
with just the components needed for each specific task. Task descriptions in-
clude information about the types of needed components, about their physical
placement, and about their required connectivity.

Parker and Tang [64] present the Automated Synthesis of Multi-robot Task
solutions through software Reconfiguration (ASyMTRe) algorithm, in central-
ized and distributed versions. In their formulation, components of multi-robot
systems are called schemas in the classical sense of biologically inspired robotics.
Beyond perceptual and motor schemas, new components of type communica-
tion schemas are introduced, which transfer information across the others. Ev-
ery multi-robot task goal is defined by the set of motor-schemas that altogether
accomplish the task. The task is solvable if some of the available robots have
the needed motor schemas, and every of these has all its inputs fed by com-
patible3 outputs provided by some perceptual schema. The innovation is that
motor schemas and their feeding perceptual schemas need not to be deployed
on the same robots: if a robot holds the needed motor schema, but lacks of
the corresponding perceptual schema, another robot can provide it, the two

3Input-output compatibility is determined by syntactic matching between information types that
label input and output of schemas.
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being connected by a connection schema. A solution for a multi-robot task is
defined by the set of schemas to be activated altogether. Effectiveness of both
approaches has been proven on the field, with experiments of cooperative local-
ization for mobile-robot navigation, and cooperative box pushing. In the dis-
tributed approach, requests for missing inputs can be issued also at run-time,
making this approach robust to failures; on the other hand the centralized algo-
rithm works on a database of all schemas, so it finds optimal solutions. These
considerations let conclude that adequacy of either approach varies according
to each task, being a tradeoff between solution quality and robustness.

In the research of Lundh at al. [48, 49], planning techniques are used for
automatic configuration of heterogeneous software components in a robot ecol-
ogy. In such work, hierarchical task planning [40] is applied to configuration
generation. Partial plans become configuration methods, and planning oper-
ators are the functionalities of the system. Configuration methods describe
meaningful system configurations, and have also operational parameters, is-
sued outputs, and pre- and post-conditions; configuration methods have also
a body that lists all the functionalities that compose them. The functionalities
are the elementary components of the system, and are described by their op-
erational parameters, their input and output signals, plus the pre-conditions
that must hold in the ecology for their correct functioning, and the effects (or
post-conditions) that their usage will have. Action planning is interleaved with
configuration planning, under the assumption that an action in the ecology is
normally implemented by a collection of components interconnected in a con-
figuration. Configuration planning is done through best-first search on the set
of functionality instances that comply with the functionality descriptions in the
body of each configuration method. Such kind of search always allows to acti-
vate the configuration with minimum cost for every planned action. The work
is validated with numerous experiments, among which robot navigation with
multiple alternative localization means; or monitoring of odor sources trough
the coordinated use of multiple gas sensors, some of which statically deployed
while others mounted on mobile robots.

2.6 Discussion

In this chapter, some solutions to problems related to the configuration of sys-
tems of distributed software components have been presented. We brought evi-
dence that this is a vivid research topic, not confined to Robot Ecologies. Inde-
pendently from the area of application, inventing technologies that allow seam-
less dynamic configuration by hand of the developer or the end user is generally
not a final result, but an important step toward building automatically config-
urable systems. An important issue related to automatic configuration is the
one of description languages and criteria for automatic component selection.
Given an underlying technology that flattens out the syntactic heterogeneities
of components allowing seamless dynamic configuration and reconfiguration,
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and given a suitable language to formally describe the component functional-
ities, the main issue in automatic self-configuration is to devise a technique to
automatically derive the component interactions that are needed to achieve the
system goals from the descriptions of the available components.

This thesis is not concerned with the development of a technology that al-
lows dynamic configuration, but with a mechanism that makes the systems
provided with such technology capable to automatically configure themselves.
For this reason, performing a comparative analysis of the platforms featuring
dynamic reconfiguration technologies that were seen in this review is not im-
portant. In particular, even if this work is mainly targeted to Robot Ecologies,
we will not compare these platforms from the point of view of their suitabil-
ity to support robotic applications. It is clear that interconnections between
robotic applications have real-time quality of service constraints. It is also clear
that for a distributed robotic system, insuring seamless dynamic configuration
of the constituting components implies to meet those constraints even during
the configuration process, despite the impediments given by the network. On
the other hand, choosing the best platform among the ones available on the
market, or deciding to develop a new and better one is an issue of optimization
of the performances, secondary for a prototypical product like ours. More in-
teresting is to discuss here the reviewed solutions to the problems of automatic
component selection and of automatic configuration.

In component selection, the only technique shared by all approaches is to
couple every component of the system with a description that makes explicit its
functions or functionalities. The level of detail of the component descriptions
varies dramatically among the reviewed proposals, passing from typing of the
produced and consumed signals [65, 68], to RDF or XML files written upon ad-
hoc schemas [26, 51], to full semantic descriptions grounded on well engineered
ontologies [21, 37], possibly candidates to become universal standards [4, 24,
32, 35, 63]. Engineering a component description framework is a trade-off
between flexibility of matching versus its accuracy. More articulated descrip-
tions provide major flexibility when matching providers against requesters,
giving a requestor a greater spectrum of possible compatible providers. At
the same time, increasing the complexity of the description while maintaining
the matchmaking algorithm simple can penalize accuracy of matching. Non
perfect matching criteria are admissible in Web Services, where a requestor
that selects the wrong provider can just discard the obtained results, and then
choose another provider. In other domains, like Sensor Networks or Distributed
Robotics, selecting a wrong data provider is never an option, since coupling in-
compatible signals always leads to system misbehavior.

In automatic configuration, as we already remarked, the general approach is
to relate the problem to well-known problems found in other domains, and that
feature well studied solutions. For the purposes of this work, it is not impor-
tant to benchmark the performances of the various techniques in terms of cor-
rectness, completeness and computational complexity. These analyses already
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exist, performed by the various authors. However, an important consideration
can be done: despite what could be thought at first glance, the works that ex-
ploit semantic descriptions of the available functionalities have no remarkable
advantages over the works choosing ad-hoc syntactic descriptions.

Consider the works that use the OWL-S Process Model. A possible immedi-
ate use such formalism would be to feed a DL reasoner with the process descrip-
tions of the available components, and have the reasoner derive the interactions
that make the system behave like desired. This is theoretically possible because
the OWL-S processes are semantic specifications of the admissible executions
of the components. In particular, every control construct used to describe com-
posite processes (e.g. Iterate, Split, Any-Order, etc. . . ) is not just a keyword, as
in standard programming languages, but it is a fully fledged OWL class, with
associated semantics (i.e. an OWL description), which a DL reasoner could be
able to interpret. Such approach is ignored in the reviewed literature. Instead,
the OWL-S process specifications are usually translated in some other process
modeling language with logic foundations other than DL, e.g. Petri Nets [59],
State Transition Systems [82], or SHOP methods [31]. As consequence, configu-
ration is performed on the new model with techniques other than DL reasoning.
Ultimately, this levels the expressivity of the semantic process descriptions with
the expressivity of any ad-hoc syntactic description.

Not being focused on the performaces of the adopted technologies and of
the implemented algorithms, this work is instead oriented toward identifying
the correct abstractions for describing the functionalities of our target compo-
nents, and toward tailoring the models used in our descriptions so to make it
possible to generate correct configurations by working on such abstractions. In
this work, we will adopt the usual architecture for self-configuration based on
discovery of components and on configuration upon descriptions of processes
and components. On the other hand, we will devise tailored component and
process descriptions, and we will explain how these are best suited for the do-
main of Robot Ecologies. In the following chapters we detail such approach
based on a standard architecture and on custom descriptions, and we propose
configuration algorithms that work correctly on such descriptions.



Chapter 3
The Constituents
of Self-Configuration

Configuring a distributed system is the problem of determining what compo-
nents are eligible to execute and interact, what are the appropriate operational
parameters to be set in every component, and what are the suitable interaction
patterns among these components. In this thesis we propose a framework in
which configuration is done automatically. Our approach is based on formal
descriptions of the components and of their functionalities, and on a system-
level architecture for the automatic discovery of the component descriptions
and for the automatic composition of the discovered components on the basis
of such descriptions. This chapter treats the system-level architecture for auto-
matic self-configuration and the framework of formal component descriptions
adopted within this work, while the next chapter will focus on the proposed
solution to the specific problem of automatic composition.

In Section 3.1 the requirements are stated that a target distributed sys-
tem should fulfill for the proposed self-configuration mechanism to be appli-
cable. A definition of configuration for such a system follows immediately in
Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, the system-level architecture for automatic self-
configuration is illustrated. Section 3.4, Section 3.5, and Section 3.6, respec-
tively, treat the framework of formal component descriptions, the deployment
of these descriptions into the system, and the rules adopted for selecting and
matching the components against each other on the basis of these descriptions.
Section 3.7 puts together all the pieces of the mechanism describing step by
step how automatic self-configuration is performed from a system-level per-
spective. Section 3.8 ends this chapter with further discussions about how the
self-configuration mechanism proposed here relates to other well-known tech-
nologies, which are adopted in other fields of Computer Science.

23
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3.1 Prerequisites of the System

As stated in the Introduction, the mechanism of automatic self-configuration
presented in this thesis was tested on a specific robot ecology, i.e. the Peis-
Ecology; nonetheless, the same mechanism could be mounted, in principle, on a
wider variety of distributed software systems, whether or not they are are meant
to control physical devices. As well as robot ecologies, distributed systems of
recent conception are usually constituted by a set of self-contained software
components that can as well interact, hence forming the distributed computing
applications. In this section we identify the minimal features that a distributed
software system should present to support our mechanism of automatic self-
configuration. This gives the results of this thesis a wider applicability than just
to the system on which they were tested.

3.1.1 Model of Components and of Component Interactions

In a distributed software system, the single components provide the overall
system with their functionalities, which can be of various nature, and of dif-
ferent complexity. The self-configuration mechanism proposed here ignores the
internal logics of the components, which allow them to achieve the functional-
ities they perform; in other words, components are just black boxes. The real
nature of what is here referred to as software component is ignored itself: com-
ponents could be stand-alone processes, or else self-contained modules running
inside a common software environment, e.g. [72, 78], with one instance of such
software environment mounted on every device that is part of the distributed
system. The only constraint imposed here to the components as single units of
computation is the following.

Prerequisite 1 The functioning of a component must be independent from the
presence or absence of any other component, and in particular it must not
depend on the presence of any interaction with other components.

Single components are not supposed to perform any meaningful computa-
tion by themselves if their functionalities can be achieved just by interacting
with other components; however they should be able to enter an idle state in-
stead of crashing, if this interaction is absent. While components are internally
abstracted as black boxes, their external behavior is forced to comply to the
asynchronous computation model. According to this model, internal computa-
tions must not be blocked while passing arguments during interactions. As it
will be clear from the following, fixing the model of computation will also have
influence on the way components can interoperate with each other. The usual
way to force software components to express a uniform external behavior is
to impose constraints on their external interface, i.e. to the way their public
functions can be accessed from the outside.
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Prerequisite 2 The external interfaces of the components must only be consti-
tuted by asynchronous setter functions, called input ports, and asynchronous
getter functions called output ports.

Figure 3.1: Some components.

The components accept the data that are set into their input ports, and
export other data by making them available on their output ports. Input and
output ports of components are variable in number, and the components are
not forced to have both input and output ports. The component functionali-
ties outcome from the asynchronous processing of the data set into their input
ports, and then, if opportune, the asynchronous posting of the results of their
computation on their output ports. In Figure 3.1 some components are shown,
with different amounts of input and output ports. Given this constrained way
to access the component functionalities, it also follows naturally to fix a uni-
form model of component interaction.

Prerequisite 3 Components are allowed to interact only by exchanging data
through connections of input ports to output ports. Whenever a component
has one of its input ports connected to one of the output ports of another
component, the first receives the data updates posted by the second.

Figure 3.2: Two interacting connected components.

The mechanism of input-output connection introduced by the prerequisite
above fixes the model of component interaction. Indeed, the only way the var-
ious components can interact with each other is by exchanging information
through the established connections. Figure 3.2 is a graphical representation
of two connected components. More precisely, the only input port of the com-
ponent to the left is connected to the only output port of the component to
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the right. Such kind of graphical representation is used as well to display in-
teractions among components, because it implicitly assumes that the connected
components actually exchange data through the connections that are explicitly
drawn. The input-output connections of the components are not in any way
predetermined, as it is stated in the following prerequisite.

Prerequisite 4 Connections are dynamic, in the sense that they are not meant
to be decided at component design time, but it must be possible to establish or
release them at runtime.

This fourth prerequisite motivates the first one: in fact, the correct function-
ing of a component must not be dependent on the presence of any other com-
ponent because no component should rely on the presence of any permanent
connection. It is indeed the self-configuration mechanism that reserves the right
to establish or release connections between components, when this is consid-
ered opportune. According to the described model of interaction, components
exchange information in the form of streams of data, which flow on the virtual
channels constituted by their input-output connections. For example, any kind
of multi-media content streaming adheres to this model. The same model of
interaction appears in teleoperation of mechanical devices at the level of set-
points, with the obvious addition of important quality of service constraints
imposed to the established connections. The models of computation and of
mutual interaction stated by the prerequisites of above are both well suited
for components interfacing sensors or actuators, or components encapsulating
continuous control or signal processing functions. Such components are very
common in Robot Ecologies.

3.1.2 Middleware for Component Interaction

A convenient way to force all the system components to show the same kind of
external interface, and furthermore to comply to the same model of interaction
is to build them on top of a common network middleware [10, 30]. A middle-
ware is a set of software libraries, or else a full software framework, providing
domain-independent mechanisms to support inter-process communication for
software distributed over a network. The middleware allows the components
of a distributed system to ignore all issues (e.g, IP addresses, protocols, etc. . . )
to be handled to transfer data when using the standard network API of most
common operating systems. The middleware forces instead the components to
adhere to the higher-level communication paradigms provided by its own API:
this imposes to the components to interact in a uniform manner, and also flat-
tens the heterogeneities in their external interfaces.

The middleware that we have adopted in the present work is the Peis-
Kernel [12], but the results that we achieved do not depend on it. For the pur-
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poses of the self-configuration mechanism proposed here, it is sufficient that the
middleware on top of which the components are run has an API that supports:

• asynchronous access to the component functions,

• dynamic connections of input ports to output ports,

• remote activation of components,

• third party instantiation of the input-output connections.

The first two features are necessary to implement components that are com-
pliant with the paradigm of functionality access stated in Prerequisite 2, and
to put them in communication according to the model of interaction stated in
Prerequisite 3 and Prerequisite 4. These requirements are generally met by most
existing middleware, e.g. [53, 71, 75, 76], and are usually implemented through
mechanisms of subscription to asynchronous events and of event notification.
The last two are other middleware facilities onto which the self-configuration
mechanism relies. If not directly present in the API of the middleware, these can
be easily implemented as extra services of the overall system.

3.1.3 Additional Features of the System

Until now we have always referred to the target systems of automatic self-
configuration as distributed systems. It is not actually needed for the self-confi-
guration mechanism to be applicable that the target system have its compo-
nents distributed over a computer network. The mechanism would work as
well for a multi-component system whose components are all run on the same
single-processor or multi-processor computer. The target system is however in-
tended to be distributed, because in a non-distributed multi-component system
it would not make sense to have the self-configuration mechanism automati-
cally discover the various components prior to configure their interactions.

Another intended feature of the target systems of the self-configuration
mechanism is to be peer-to-peer [5]. Centralized architectures critically relying
on some server components would contradict Prerequisite 1 of above; but even
if all clients were programmed not to crash when their servers are not present,
the usefulness of the overall system would still depend on those servers. Auto-
matic self-configuration fits with the philosophy of peer-to-peer computing, in
which the absence of critical components allows to replace the functionalities
of some of the peers by recombining the functionalities of the others.

At last, it is reasonable to allow the system components to accept opera-
tional parameters, for setting or tuning their running mode. This is permitted
by slightly relaxing Prerequisite 2 of above. Operational parameters are as-
signed to components by calling other setter functions of them, which must
be kept well separated from their input ports. Such setter functions must not
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be used to pass information between components, i.e. it is forbidden to con-
nect parameters to component outputs. In the proposed framework, the oper-
ational parameters can only be set through the self-configuration mechanism
itself, hence providing it with increased flexibility of use.

3.2 System Configuration and Context of Execution

We are now ready to formally introduce the most important object treated in
this thesis: the configuration. This section is in close relation with Section 3.3,
which describes the architecture pattern that makes it possible to build con-
figurations as they are defined here, and with Section 3.7, which describes the
process by which such objects are actually built.

3.2.1 Configuration of the System

Given a bunch of components that provide elementary functionalities, and that
can communicate with each other just by transferring streams of data, the only
way of organizing their interaction is to establish opportune connections be-
tween their input and output ports. This sort of organization is called through-
out this thesis a configuration of a distributed software system.

Definition 1 (Configuration)
A system configuration is a tuple <B, Z, S>, where:

• B is a set of running components of the system;

• Z is the set of all parameterizations assigned to the components in B;

• S is the set of all connections between the components in B.

Multiple configurations can run in parallel in a system, but in this thesis
we just consider one configuration at a time. The overall behavior of a sys-
tem emerges from the execution of its configuration, i.e. from the concurrent
processing by the various components of the information they receive in input,
which is in turn the output of other components. If the system is situated and
embodied into a physical environment (as in the case of ambient intelligence
systems, or of robot ecologies), some of the elementary components of a con-
figuration can have direct interactions with the physical environment, besides
the usual processing of information flows. In this case, the environment itself
can be seen as one of the concurrent processes of the system configuration.

Example 3.1 Consider the simple robot ecology in Figure 3.3. This features a
robot called Pippi (left) and an overhead monitoring system constituted by a
set of ceiling video-cameras (right). The system has three processing sites: the
robot, an embedded computer directly connected to the video-cameras, and a
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workstation (center). This system is configured for navigating Pippi. Five com-
ponents run simultaneously for this purpose: two interfaces to the robot sonars
and drive execute on Pippi; two components of navigation control and of im-
age processing execute on the workstation; an interface to the video-cameras
executes on the embedded computer. The image processing component receives
video streams from the cameras, from which it is capable to extract the visual
signature of Pippi, and then to compute its physical location. The navigation
control component continuously receives readings from the sonar interface to
build the occupancy grid around the robot. The navigation control also receives
the robot position information from the image processing. Finally, the naviga-
tion control continuously sends velocity setpoints to the robot drive interface,
which physically actuates the robot motion. These four connections are shown
in the figure. The navigation control and the image processing components are
also parameterized, respectively with the robot destination, and with the shape
of Pippi, to be identified in the camera images. In compliance with Definition 1,
this simple robot ecology is running the following configuration:

• B = {motordrive, navigationcontrol, sonararray, imageprocessing,
videocameras};

• Z = {(navigationcontrol.goto, d), (imageprocessing.detect, Pippi)};

• S = {(motordrive.setpoint, navigationcontrol.velocity),
(navigationcontrol.occupancy, sonararray.reading),
(navigationcontrol.position, imageprocessing.position),
(imageprocessing.images, videocameras.stream)};

Figure 3.3: A robot ecology configured for robot navigation.
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It is opportune to restate here the analogy already sketched in the Introduc-
tion between the idea of configuration adopted in this thesis and the classical
electrical circuits: in electrical circuits, elementary components are linked by
physical connections into which the electrical current flows. Modifications to
the signal of current are done inside the elementary electrical components, some
of which can also transform the energy of the stream into other forms of energy
that have effects on the external environment. The functioning of a configured
multi-component software system, as it has just been defined, is analogous to
that. As an electrical circuit operates continuously for an interval in time pro-
ducing the external behavior it was designed for, a configured multi-component
system produces a single continuous behavior for the whole time a configura-
tion holds. The behavior expressed by this kind of configuration cannot be split
in more elementary actions. Consider the configuration in Example 3.1, used
for robot navigation: the system behavior obtained by the configuration is the
whole action of navigating the robot toward its destination. It is not meaningful
to split this in any sequence of sub-actions executed by the single configuration
components. This peculiarity of the final product of self-configuration draws a
line of distinction between the problem treated in this thesis and the problem
of automatic composition in Web Services. The differences between the two
problems, and the consequences of these differences on the proposed solutions
are further inspected at the end of this chapter.

3.2.2 Context for the Execution of a Configuration

The effectiveness of a system execution, and hence of the configuration that
actually performs it, depends on the achievement of the desired result given the
available components. While the concept of available components of a system
is clear, the result that a distributed computation is meant to obtain is not
specified in an obvious way, and the best specification for it is generally domain-
dependent. In the following, we will use instead the term task, in order to stress
that the interesting result of running a system configuration is not only its final
output, but the whole correctness of its execution. Referring to the case of
Example 3.1, we will say that the configuration executes the task of navigating
a robot, instead of saying that it achieves the result of having a robot in a
desired final position. Furthermore, if the system is situated into a physical
environment, the effectiveness of a configuration depends also on the status
of the environment at the time the configuration is executed. In Example 3.1,
consider the alternatives of navigating the robot in a illuminated or in a dark
environment: given the same task and the same set of available components,
the illustrated configuration is effective only in the first case.

Definition 2 (Context)
A context for the execution of a system configuration is tuple <t, D, E>, where:

• t is the task assigned to the system;
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• D is the set of available components of the system;

• E is the status of the environment in which the system is situated.

A mechanism for automatic self-configuration is supposed to compute and
instantiate configurations that produce effective executions in the various sys-
tem contexts, i.e. that can accomplish different tasks provided different com-
ponents available in the system, and in different statuses of the environment.
Once again, while the concept of available components is clear, the concepts of
system task and environment status need to be given precise specifications. Both
these concepts will be better specified in Chapter 4. Throughout this thesis just
one system configuration will be considered at a time, which also means that
the system can perform just one task at a time. We could also assume, as fur-
ther simplification, that neither the task, nor the set of available components,
nor the environment status can change during the execution of an instantiated
configuration. We do not take this further assumption. Although monitoring
the effectiveness of the instantiated configurations is not the main point of this
thesis, in Section 4.6, we will present an extension to the proposed mechanism
for detecting if a running configuration is not any more effective because of
changes in the initial context. In such cases, a new configuration, effective in
the changed context, is computed and instantiated. We remark that making the
system configuration dependent from the status of the environment does not
restrict the applicability of our mechanism for automatic self-configuration to
just Robot Ecologies: for distributed systems that have no interactions with the
real world, the third item can be left apart from the definition of context.

3.3 System Architecture for Self-Configuration

Within this work we tackled the problem of automatic self-configuration for
distributed systems with the features stated in Section 3.1, and for a notion of
configuration as defined in Section 3.2, eventually devising the architecture pat-
tern depicted Figure 3.4. The figure provides a structural view of the distributed
system, which is hence constituted by normal and special components. The last
ones are added exclusively for building up our self-configuration mechanism.
The complementary procedural view is instead treated in Section 3.7: there, the
actual configuration process is illustrated, which is constituted by a set of acts
performed in sequence by the special components.

As illustrated in Figure 3.4, the software architecture includes some repos-
itories storing the sets D1 . . . Dn of the formal descriptions1 of the available
components. Special init-components run on the same sites where these repos-
itories are deployed. The init-components are dedicated to fetch the compo-

1As it will be clear from the rest of this chapter, and from the following one, the self-
configuration mechanism identifies the available components with their formal descriptions. This
is why the same notation is used for both.
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nent descriptions on request, and to propagate them to the requestor. The init-
components are also responsible for starting and stopping on demand the other
components of the system, to which the descriptions refer. Other special com-
ponents, called conf -components, exist in the architecture: these are capable
of computing the configurations effective in the various contexts, and of in-
stantiating them through the lower-level mechanisms provided by the middle-
ware. Formally, conf-components compute the function c ( t, D, E ) that returns
a configuration c effective in the context <t, D, E> of the system. In practice, a
conf -component accepts in input the task t, and then it computes an opportune
configuration c upon the information obtained from accessing the component
descriptions D and, when needed, the status E of the environment.

Figure 3.4: System architecture for self-configuration.

The problem of computing effective configurations can be formalized as a
problem of search. This is a search in the space of all possible configurations of
all the available components for a configuration that can perform the given task
in the actual status of the environment. As for any search problem, the search
for configuration can be conducted through diverse techniques. In Chapter 4
we will give a formalization for the configuration search problem, in which the
search goal is an opportune specification of the assigned task combined with
the environment status. In Chapter 4 we will also present how the search is
actually conducted by the conf -components developed within this work.

Independently from how the search is conducted, to compute the various
system configurations effective in different contexts, a conf -component has
to select components whose functionalities and features are compatible with
the ones needed in those contexts. Moreover, the same conf -component has to
match against each other the components that directly interact in the configu-
rations, i.e. it has to verify their mutual compatibility. Both these compatibility
checks are done upon the information stored in the formal descriptions of the
components, as it is explained in the following sections.
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3.4 Formal Component Descriptions

Associating manifest files to the system components is a common technique,
adopted in most distributed platforms. Manifest files store formal descriptions
of the external interface of the components, i.e. of their public access points.
Usually, these descriptions are limited to the signatures of the public functions
of the components, and are written in standard declarative languages, which
are independent from the languages in which the components themselves are
programmed. To this category of declarative languages belong, for example,
the CORBA Interface Definition Language (IDL) [77], or the more recent Web
Services Description Language (WSDL) [80].

The formal component descriptions that were developed within this work
comply to this basic principle of listing the components access points, but they
store more information than just that. With the information that they contain,
these descriptions are used by the conf -components to automatically select and
match the other components in various configurations. These descriptions are
split in two parts: the profile, which is the middleware-independent part, and
which is actually used to automatically check component compatibility; and
the grounding, which is instead the middleware-dependent part, and which is
used to instantiate the configurations on a specific middleware.

3.4.1 Component Profile

As stated in Section 3.1.1, components are black boxes that provide the system
with their elementary functionalities, and that interact with other components
through input-output connections. The interesting information that we need to
know about components in order to compose them into effective configurations
is therefore about their functionalities, their inputs, and their outputs. Concep-
tually, this information is split in two categories: functional and non-functional.
It is in this way that information is organized in the component profiles.

The functional information exports the programmatic interface of the com-
ponents, i.e. their external access points. Inside a component profile, the func-
tional information is structured in the three lists of: the operational parameters,
the input signals, and the output signals of the component. All signals and pa-
rameters are identified by their name, and their type. The operational param-
eters, which select or adjust the computation done by a component, are set at
component startup, and can possibly be changed sometimes during the compo-
nent operation; on the contrary, signals are meant to continuously flow from
one component to another component during their execution. In the compo-
nent profiles, we refer to the signals that flow from and to components, instead
of the output and input ports of the components to stress the importance in
this model of the exchanged data, and of their type. The input signals of a
component profile are in one-to-one correspondence with the input ports of
the described component, while the output signals are in one-to-one correspon-
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dence with its output ports. In short terms, from a functional point of view,
components are just transfer functions, that transform their input signals into
their output signals, according to their parameter settings.

Figure 3.5: Navigation component.

(

; non-functional part

...

; functional part

( ("destination" "Place") )

( ("position" "PlanarPose") )

( ("vel.setvel" "PlanarVel") )

)

Figure 3.6: Navigation profile.

Example 3.2 A component that controls the navigation of a robot in the free
space is depicted in Figure 3.5. This component cannot navigate robots in pres-
ence of unmapped obstacles, since it has no input port for the sonar informa-
tion. Figure 3.6 is a LISP serialization of the functional information contained
in the profile of this component: the first list is the list of the operational pa-
rameters, and in this case it contains just one parameter, of name destination,
and of type Place; the second list is the list of the input signals, and it contains
just one signal, of name position, and of type PlanarPose; finally, the third
list is the list of the output signals, which again contains just one signal, of
name vel.setvel, and of type PlanarVel. A meaningful interpretation of the
functional information of this profile is that as soon as the navigation compo-
nent starts to operate, i.e. when its destination parameter is set, it continuously
accepts in input the ground position of the robot, and it continuously issues a
velocity setpoint, to be forwarded to the motor drive of the robot. The setpoint
is supposed to lead the robot to its final destination.

The non-functional part of a component profile enriches the crude report of
the programmatic interface of the component with some distinctive informa-
tion about other important features of it. The added information is supposed
to express and to detail the functionality that the component provides to the
system, and hence the role that the component can play in the various system
configurations, independently from the specific inputs, outputs, and parame-
ters the component accepts. The non-functional part of a component profile
includes the component type, and a list of component properties. Component
types classify components according to the category to which they belong, and
are organized in a taxonomy. Component properties declare additional features
of components, which allow to further specialize their description. All com-
ponent properties are identified by their type, and their value. As additional
information, the non-functional part of a component profile includes also the
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component name and an informal description of the component. These two ele-
ments are of no use for the self-configuration mechanism, and are only intended
to be helpful for the human developer.

Figure 3.7: Motor drive component.

(

; non-functional part

"MotorDrive" ; type

"drivepippi" ; name

"Empty informal description."

( ("Support" "PIPPI") )

; functional part

( )

( ("setpoint" "PlanarVel") )

( )

)

Figure 3.8: Motor drive profile.

Example 3.3 A motor drive component for a mobile robot is depicted in Fig-
ure 3.7. This is a software interface to a low-level microcontroller that actuates
velocity setpoints steering the wheels of the robot it is mounted on. Figure 3.8 is
a LISP serialization of the whole profile of this component. The functional part
of the profile is limited to the list of its only input signal, of name setpoint,
and of type PlanarVel. The non-functional part of the profile includes the
component type, i.e. MotorDrive, the component name, i.e. drivepippi, the
component informal description, and the list of the component properties. This
component has just one property, of type Support, and of value PIPPI. The
component type just classifies the component for what it is: in this case this is a
motor driving system. This actuator is fed with a planar velocity setpoint. It is
implicit in its type that this component operates by physically steering the ac-
tuated object at the desired speed, which is expressed by the setpoint. The only
property of this component indicates the real object that physically supports
such motor driving system, and hence that is steered by it. This object is PIPPI,
the mobile robot of Example 3.1.

As it has been said introducing this section, component profiles are middle-
ware-independent descriptions of components. This means that all the infor-
mation stored in the component profiles does not depend on the middleware
onto which the components are run, but is about features proper to the com-
ponents themselves. A component profile is intended not to be changed in any
of its parts if the component it refers to is reimplemented for running on some
other middleware, while providing to the system the same functionality, main-
taining the same properties, and with the same external interface. Figure 3.9 is
a graphical representation of the profile model. The figure shows all the con-
stituent parts of a component profile, which were discussed here above.
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Figure 3.9: The component profile model.

3.4.2 Component Grounding

A component grounding is a description of the middleware-dependent informa-
tion of a software component. This information is needed to manage compo-
nent instances, and to access the component interfaces from other components
through the specific middleware API. As it has been stated in Section 3.1.2,
the middleware adopted in the present work is called Peis-Kernel A compo-
nent grounding suitable for the Peis-Kernel includes the Comp-ID of the re-
ferred component, i.e. the middleware-level address of it, and its Init-ID, i.e.
the Comp-ID of the init-component that runs on the same site of it.

Taken alone, this sort of component grounding is not sufficient to prac-
tically access the data posted on the output ports of the components, nor to
provide the components with the data that they have to receive through their
input ports to perform their functionalities. In fact, a comprehensive compo-
nent description must always be constituted by both a component profile and
a component grounding. In its functional part, the profile of a component con-
tains information that is comparable to the signatures of the component public
functions that are found in conventional manifest files. Grouped together, such
functions implement the functionality declared in the non-functional part of
the component profile. On the other hand, the grounding contains the infor-
mation needed to startup and to address specific component instances. So, the
functionality of a component can be accessed only combining the information
retrieved from both its profile and its grounding. In our framework of com-
ponent descriptions, distinct description files can present identical grounding
parts. This is done to describe single software components that export multiple
functionalities through different sets of input and output ports.
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A LISP API was written within this work to provide programmatic access to
component descriptions from LISP applications. In the same API, functions ex-
ist to startup components, setup their parameters, and instantiate input-output
connections on the Peis-Kernel. These operations, which are necessary to access
the components functionalities, are done combining the information retrieved
from the profile and the grounding of components: the names of the compo-
nent parameters, as well as the names of the inputs and outputs are taken from
the component profile; the components themselves are addressed through their
Comp-IDs, which are taken from their grounding. Details about how the conf -
components use this API to instantiate configurations are given in Chapter 5.
Figure 3.10 is a graphical representation of the grounding model.

Figure 3.10: The component grounding model.

3.5 Deployment of Component Descriptions

From now on, the manifest files that permanently store the component descrip-
tions will be called advertisements of the components. This last term refers
to the fact that components and their functionalities are actually published into
the system by propagating these files. Each advertisement includes one and only
one component description, i.e. one profile and one grounding. Figure 3.11
shows two sample advertisements2 of a mobile robot navigation control com-
ponent (left), and of a mobile robot motor drive component (right), whose
profiles were already encountered in Section 3.4.1.

The advertisements are stored in the same sites of the components them-
selves, in the local repositories already seen in Figure 3.4. This leads to an over-
all architecture in which every site of the system hosts a local repository storing
all the advertisements of the software that can be executed on that site. As it
will be explained in Section 3.7, component advertisements are fetched from
their local repositories, and propagated into the system by the init-components
during automatic component discovery, which is a phase of the overall algo-
rithm for automatic self-configuration.

2These advertisements use XML syntax. The actual advertisements used in our experiments
were written in LISP syntax, instead. The syntax used for serializing the component descriptions
is not a crucial point of this work. The fact that the component advertisements can be written in
XML syntax is a further proof of their purely descriptive nature.
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Figure 3.11: Advertisements for navigation control and motor drive components.

3.6 Use of Component Descriptions

In general, the primary purpose of associating all components with formal de-
scriptions is to feature the overall system with introspection capabilities. The
possibility to determine the faculties of all components by accessing their formal
descriptions is pivotal for allowing the overall system to automatically change
and adapt its actions depending on its constituting entities. In the overall con-
figuration process there are two stages of computation in which component
descriptions are primarily involved: component selection and mutual compati-
bility check. The formalization of the rule used in component selection is post-
poned to the next chapter, while the rule of component mutual compatibility
is specified here. This section concludes with a presentation of the matching
criteria used to compare the various fields of the component descriptions. Such
comparisons are the kernel of all tests on component descriptions.

3.6.1 Component Selection and Mutual Compatibility

In our mechanism for automatic self-configuration, component descriptions are
processed by the special conf -components for determining what components
are eligible to enter in some system configuration. This computation is done
upon the only profile part of the descriptions, and is split in two stages:

1. selection of components upon their types and properties;

2. check of components mutual compatibility upon their inputs and outputs.
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Function 3.1 Mutual(psi, Pso)

Require: Sink psi, and sources set Pso.
Isi ← inputs(psi)
Oso ←

⋃
p∈Pso outputs(p)

for h = 1 to |Isi| do
for k = 1 to |Oso| do

if Match(isi
h , oso

k ) then
break

else if k ≡ |Oso| then
return false

end if
end for

end for
return true

Function 3.2 Conn(psi, Pso)

Require: Sink psi, and sources set Pso.
Ensure: A set S of i/o connections.

S← ∅
Isi ← inputs(psi)
Oso ←

⋃
p∈Pso outputs(p)

for h = 1 to |Isi| do
for k = 1 to |Oso| do

if Match(isi
h , oso

k ) then
S← S ∪ {(isi

h , oso
k )}

break
end for

end for
return S

In the first stage, knowing what types of components are needed in a con-
figuration, and knowing what properties each needed component should com-
ply with, the information stored in the non-functional part of the component
profiles is used to select components whose types and properties match the
ones needed in the various configuration contexts, and to discard all the other
components. This stage of computation is performed preliminarily to the ac-
tual search for configuration, and is used to heuristically cut the configuration
search space. Section 4.4 is devoted to thoroughly illustrate this stage of com-
putation for the implemented conf -components.

In the second stage, given a group of components to be ideally connected
together in a system configuration, the functional information of the compo-
nent profiles is used to determine if their input and output signals match, and
hence if such components can correctly interoperate. This stage of computation
is performed by the implemented conf -components in the goal-test of the con-
figuration search. This will be further discussed in Section 4.5. In the following,
the rule of mutual compatibility between components is formalized.

3.6.2 Mutual Compatibility Rule

Function 3.1 formally specifies the basic rule used to verify mutual compatibil-
ity between components. Stated in words, given a set P of component profiles
of which one, named psi, represents a sink of data, and all the others, grouped
in the set Pso = P\{psi}, are sources of data, these are altogether mutually com-
patible if for each input isi of the sink there is at least one output oso among
the outputs of all the sources such that oso matches isi. Once the mutual com-
patibility of components is verified, it is useful to determine the input-output
connections S between the sink and its sources, which are of fundamental im-
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portance in a configuration. Function 3.2 formally specifies this companion
computation.

Example 3.4 If psi is the profile of Figure 3.8, and Pso is constituted by the
only profile of Figure 3.6, then the computation of Function 3.1 succeeds, and
it can be said that the two profiles are mutually compatible, the first one being
the sink of data, and the second one being the only source of data. This also
implies that the navigation component of Figure 3.5 can have its only output
connected to the only input of the motor drive component in Figure 3.7, as it
would be computed by Function 3.2.

3.6.3 Matching Criteria

The only important point left to be clarified here is what criteria do we adopt
for matching the items appearing in the component profiles. Matching of prop-
erties, parameters, input signals, and output signals is a test of syntactic equal-
ity on their types: two of such quantities match if and only if their types are
equal. According to this criterion, in Function 3.1 and in Function 3.2, a call
to Match(isi

h , oso
k ) returns true if the type of isi

h equals the type of oso
k , oth-

erwise it returns false. This also explains why in Example 3.4, Function 3.1
succeeds for the profiles of Figure 3.8 and of Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.12: A sample taxonomy of component types.

Matching of the types of the components themselves is determined by sub-
sumption on the basis of a common shared taxonomy of such types: the compo-
nent type x matches the component type y if and only if x is subsumed by y in
the common shared taxonomy of component types. Figure 3.12 shows a sample
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taxonomy of component types. This taxonomy was used in all the experimental
runs whose results are shown in Chapter 5.

Example 3.5 In the taxonomy of Figure 3.12, both sonar and laser match
the range type of sensor, because they are both subsumed by it. Whenever a
conf-component looks for sensor components of type range to occupy a specific
role in some system configuration, all components whose profiles declare them
of type sonar, or of type laser are eligible for that role.

3.7 The Acts of Configuration

We are now ready to show the process of automatic self-configuration, which
develops in four acts at the level of the overall system. This process involves all
the special components introduced in Section 3.3. As already anticipated, the
self-configuration mechanism is illustrated here from a procedural perspective,
as opposed to the structural perspective given in Section 3.3.

Figure 3.13: The self-configuration process from the overall system perspective.

As depicted in Figure 3.13, the configuration process begins with the conf -
component broadcasting queries into the rest of the system asking for com-
ponents that could in principle take part in a configuration effective for the
actual system context (act 1). All the init-components running in the system
answer the queries sending back to the querying conf -component all the rel-
evant component advertisements, chosen among the ones stored in their local
repositories (act 2). In principle, just the advertisements satisfying the features
described in the queries should be posted back. These two acts, altogether, con-
stitute the discovery phase of the self-configuration process.
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The conf -component collects all the advertisements received in reply to its
queries extracting the component descriptions thereby contained. These de-
scriptions, which represent the discovered components, represent as well to
the conf -component all the system components available in the actual context.
After a query timeout is elapsed, the conf -component searches for an effective
configuration given these descriptions (act 3). This act constitutes the composi-
tion phase of the self-configuration process. In fact, during configuration search
the conf -component tries to compose the available components into various
connection patterns until it finds one in which the participating components
are all mutually compatible. If a connection pattern is found, in which all com-
ponents are mutually compatible, then the corresponding configuration is de-
ployed into the system (act 4). The first three acts of the configuration process
will be detailed in Chapter 4 with reference to the specific implementations of
conf -components developed within this work. The last act of the configuration
process will be detailed in Chapter 5.

3.8 Discussion

In this chapter we have presented the architecture pattern that we have adopted
for allowing self-configuration, and the component description model that we
have devised, which is tailored to the typical components of Robot Ecologies.
The architecture pattern for self-configuration that we have presented is a di-
rect porting of the Web Service discovery framework for peer-to-peer systems.
The most famous implementation of such architecture pattern is the adver-
tisement framework of JXTA [75]. Other implementations appear in ad-hoc
peer-to-peer platforms featuring mechanisms for automatic selection of service
providers [37, 39]. As we said, our self-configuration mechanism is not confined
to peer-to-peer systems. It can be applied as-is in client/server environments by
just changing the deployment of the component advertisements. Instead of plac-
ing in every device a repository for the advertisements of the local components,
the system should be provided with a number of dedicated repositories of ad-
vertisements, and the init-components should be present just on these. Also this
alternate scenario is taken into account in the Web Service architecture.

While the Web Service discovery framework could be directly ported into
our architecture pattern, the similarity between the OWL-S Model [79] and
our component description model is barely superficial. Our description model
based on component profiles was inspired by the OWL-S Profile model; more-
over, the separation in our model of the profile part of the description from the
programmatic grounding of it was also inspired from OWL-S. On the other
hand, the differences between web services and the sort of components that are
the target of our self-configuration mechanism oriented us toward devising a
different model for our component profiles. Web services are similar to syn-
chronous function calls: a client application calls a web service with a set of
input parameters, waits for a certain amount of time, and then receives from
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the web service its results, or output parameters. This behavior is reflected in
the OWL-S Profile Model. The system components that we described at the
beginning of this chapter behave in a different way. Our components are con-
tinuous processes that constantly need to be fed by new inputs, and constantly
issue new outputs. Interaction among these components is intrinsically asyn-
chronous: as soon as a component has received a datum, it starts processing
it, while at the same time the provider is computing a new value for such da-
tum. The sequence of interaction is also twisted: the input provider is not any
more a client application, but a source of data; and the output of a component
is generally consumed by a different component than its input provider. In our
components, input signals and input parameters have a clearly distinct meaning
and a clearly distinct use, hence their separation in our profile model.

As we pointed out at the end of the previous chapter, improving component
descriptions is tightly related to improving the matching criteria. It is believed
that exploiting a logic formalism for describing components, and in particu-
lar exploiting DL [7], would make our framework step up in quality. In the
Conclusions we will explicitly discuss about the semantic richness of Robot
Ecologies, giving some hints about how the adoption of a semantic formalism
could improve our profile descriptions. In the next chapter we treat our imple-
mentation of the central components of the self-configuration mechanism, i.e.
the conf -components. To these components is assigned the fundamental task of
composition, which we reduce to a standard problem of search. In our frame-
work, the issues of matching components for determining their degree of suit-
ability to enter a configuration and their degree of mutual compatibility with
other components are tackled in isolated stages of computation: component se-
lection is preliminary to configuration search, while the mutual compatibility
test is confined in the goal-test of the search.





Chapter 4
Reactive Configuration

The architecture pattern for self-configuration presented in the previous chapter
needs the presence of special conf -components that generate and put in practice
the system configurations. From now on, these components will be generally re-
ferred to as the configurators. This chapter is devoted to describe the configura-
tors that were developed within this work, which we called reactive, due to their
peculiar characteristics. Section 4.1 describes the complete configuration algo-
rithm implemented in our configurators, which includes configuration search
as one of its phases. Section 4.2 formalizes the problem of configuration in the
terms of a search problem. Section 4.3 defines the configuration templates, used
both as goals of configuration search, and for component selection. Section 4.4
presents the component selection technique implemented in our configurators.
Section 4.5 presents two different ways of performing configuration search.
The way search is performed differentiates the two categories of configurators
that were developed within this work. Section 4.6 follows with the illustration
of an extension to the configuration algorithm that provides our configurators
with monitoring and reactive reconfiguration abilities. Section 4.7 presents the
external view of the two categories of developed configurators, as it depends
from the differences in their implementations. Section 4.8 concludes this chap-
ter with a discussion and with a comparison of the techniques adopted here
for system configuration and reconfiguration against the approaches found in
literature, which were reviewed in Chapter 2.

4.1 Configuration Algorithm

As already stated in Section 3.2, a configuration c of a distributed software
system is always related to a context defined by a tuple < t, D, E >, where t is
the collective task that the configuration performs, D characterizes the inter-
nal status of the system, giving the available components at the moment the
task is requested, and E is the status of the environment in which the system
is situated and embodied. The general algorithm implemented in all configura-
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tors developed within this work accepts t as its only input, and then actively
determines D and E, before actually computing the system configuration. The
algorithm develops in three main phases:

1. given the specification of a task t, determine the set F of profiles of the
components candidate to enter the configuration;

2. given the set of profiles F, search in the space of all possible configura-
tions featuring (some of) the components associated to these profiles, for
a configuration c compliant with t;

3. given the configuration c that has just been found, deploy it.

Phase 1 starts with the configurator querying the system, in compliance with
the system-level algorithm described in Section 3.7. Within this work, we have
always implemented the query sub-phase of the configuration algorithm in a
trivial way: the configurator ignores the specification of task t and broadcasts
instead a generic query for discovering all components available at the moment.
Discovery of components consists in the reception and cumulation of compo-
nent advertisements, which are parsed and stored in internal data structures
as pairs of profile and grounding. As said in Section 3.4, the profile of a com-
ponent is the formal description of its functionalities; the grounding contains
the information used to startup and address that component. The set P of the
received profiles identifies for the configurator the set D of components avail-
able at the moment the task is requested. Phase 1 does not end with a blind
forward to Phase 2 of the full set P. The configurator proceeds instead, still
within Phase 1, determining the status E of the environment and then filtering
the set P to discard from it all the profiles for which it can be told a priori that
the corresponding components are not entitled to enter the configuration, given
task t and environment status E. Phase 1 hands down to Phase 2 the set F of
the candidate component profiles, successfully selected from P.

Phase 2 always begins with the specification of the task t, and with the
set F of the selected component profiles. The outcome of Phase 2 is an internal
representation of a configuration c̃, which is deployed in Phase 3 through the
mechanisms provided by the underlying middleware, and by using information
taken from the component groundings. Generally, for running a configuration it
is necessary to activate all its components, establish the identified input-output
connections, and set the component operational parameters. A detailed illus-
tration of how this is done on the Peis-Kernel middleware is included in Chap-
ter 5. The most interesting part of the above algorithm is the configuration
search, which corresponds to Phase 2. How search is performed in the config-
urators developed within this work is topic of Section 4.5. Section 4.4, instead,
includes the detailed descriptions of the non-trivial parts of Phase 1: gathering
the environment status E, and filtering P to obtain F.
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4.2 Configuration Search Problem

As firstly sketched in Section 3.3 and then restated in Section 3.7, in the compo-
sition phase of the overall self-configuration process, which mostly corresponds
to Phase 2 of the above algorithm, given a set of component descriptions, the
configurator searches among all their possible configurations for one that com-
plies to the given goal. As for all problems of search, it is necessary to say how
the search goal is specified, what is a state of the search, and what are the ac-
tions available during search. For this problem, the goal is a task specification
taking the form of a parameterized configuration template1 t. Parameterized
configuration templates are introduced in Section 4.3. A state of the search
algorithm is an internal representation c̃ of a partial configuration. The only
available search action is to add a component profile to a partial configuration.
This is denoted with the operation ⊕, defined between internal representations
of configurations and component profiles. The concept of partial configuration,
its internal representations in the developed configurators, and formal specifi-
cations of the operation ⊕ are given in Section 4.5.

4.3 Configuration Templates

A category of tasks performed collectively by some of the components of a
distributed system is well specified listing what type of components must in-
teract for executing the task, what properties those components must fulfill to
be able to correctly perform their subtask, what operational parameters must
be set in each of such components, and finally what are the interactions ac-
cording to which it is meaningful for these components to exchange data. Such
kind of specification is a configuration template T of the distributed system.
Figure 4.1 is an ontological representation of a configuration template with all
its constituents. Template configurations have been used all along this work to
conveniently specify categories of system-level tasks.

Example 4.1 If the task of the system consists in playing the radio in a given
room, a configuration template for it could list as types of interacting compo-
nents a radio tuner, and (at least) one speaker. Supposing that the user has no
peculiar preferences about the quality of the sound, there is at least one prop-
erty to which the components must comply: the speaker must have place in the
desired room. Moreover, at least one operational parameter must be set in the
tuner: the radio frequency. The desired interaction is that the tuner should feed
the speaker, and not vice versa. A graphical representation of the configuration
template for the task of playing the radio is shown in Figure 4.2.

1Being parameterized configuration templates the only sort of formal specification for the system
tasks that is adopted here, the two concepts can be safely confused. This is why the same notation
is adopted for both tasks and parameterized configuration templates.
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Figure 4.1: The configuration template model.

Example 4.2 If the task of the system is navigating a robot to a given desti-
nation in the free space, a configuration template could list a position sensor
(possibly a virtual sensor), a drive for the motors of the robot, and a naviga-
tion control component. Supposing that no preferences are given concerning
the quality of the navigation, it is necessary that the motor drive has the robot
that should move as its support. Moreover, if the position sensor is a physical
sensor (e.g. the motor encoders), it must have the same robot as its support. The
robot destination is an operational parameter of the navigation control compo-
nent. The desired interactions are the following: the position sensor should feed
the navigation control component; the navigation control component, in turn,
should feed the motor drive. A graphical representation of the configuration
template for the task of navigating a robot is shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.2: Sound template. Figure 4.3: Navigation template.

All the properties and all the operational parameters of the components of a
configuration template are free variables, to be assigned at the moment of speci-
fying the actual task. Altogether, component properties and operational param-
eters can be generally referred to as parameters of the configuration template.
The configuration template is said to be parameterized when actual values are
set for all its parameters. While a configuration template is representative for a
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whole category of system tasks, a parameterized configuration template speci-
fies just one precise task of the system.

Example 4.3 A parameterization for the template of Figure 4.3 is obtained stat-
ing that place is KITCHEN, and support is PIPPI. While the template in the
picture represents the whole task category of navigating a robot, this parame-
terization of it specifies the single task of navigating Pippi to the kitchen.

Since they represent single task specifications, we use the parameterized tem-
plates as input of the configuration algorithm of Section 4.1. All configurators
developed within this work accept in input serializations of parameterized con-
figuration templates, representing single tasks for which the system has to be
configured. As already anticipated, parameterized configuration templates are
as well the goals of the configuration search that is performed within the con-
figurators. Prior to be used as goals of the configuration search algorithm, the
parameterized templates serve to determine the environment status E and the
set F of candidate profiles. How this is achieved is topic of the next section.

4.4 Component Selection

Selection is prior to configuration search and is done upon input templates.

4.4.1 Determining the Status of the Environment

Consider again the task of playing the radio, introduced in Example 4.1; sup-
pose that the place of the speaker is not given, but it is asked instead to play
where the user is located. The template configuration of Figure 4.2 cannot be
parameterized a priori, because the speaker that complies to the property of
being where the user is located is not always the same. In this scenario, the
position of the user in the physical environment can be seen as an indicator (or
dimension) of the status E of the environment. Therefore, in this scenario the
configurator is asked to implement a configuration that depends on E.

Figure 4.4: Completion of the configuration template model.
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In the previous section it was said that a parameterized template states all
the actual values of parameters and properties that each component of the con-
figuration is required to have. If a required component property depends on
the status of the environment, the configurator accepts as input a template that
declares instead a resolver for that property value. The property resolver is a
distinct component that can issue the actual value of the unknown property.
Being the property resolver yet another component of the system, the desired
property is nothing else than its output signal; for the same reason, a prop-
erty resolver can have some operational parameters. Since the resolver output
depends on these parameters, it is required that the parameterized template
configuration specifies the parameter values to be fed to the resolver to obtain
in output from it the actual value of the desired property. Figure 4.4 completes
the template ontological representation of Figure 4.1 with the part of the model
relative to the property resolvers.

Example 4.4 Suppose there exists a component of the system (possibly an ab-
stract component of the kind that will be introduced in Section 4.7) that is able
to locate a person given his/her name. This component could be adopted as
resolver for the speaker location in the task of playing the radio where the user
is located. The template configuration for this task should therefore list a radio
tuner, one speaker, the interaction of the tuner with the speaker, and instead
of the place of the speaker, the type of resolver for the place property along
with its operational parameters. In this case the template would list a person
locator accepting just one parameter: the username. Finally, the template would
still list the radio frequency as operational parameter of the tuner component.
If this template is parameterized setting username to MARCO and frequency to
110.0 MHZ, it can be given in input to a configurator, asking for the goal of
playing the radio at 110.0 MHz where Marco is located.

Figure 4.5: Connection schema for playing the radio where the user is located.
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Figure 4.5 is an explanatory schema of the components and interactions in-
volved in the above example. The deployed system configuration is constituted
just by one radio tuner and by one speaker, with the relative connection for the
audio stream. This configuration complies to the template of Figure 4.2. The
location resolver has no interaction with the components of the configuration.
Instead, the resolver is connected to the configurator, which receives the only
output of it. In general, the configurator connects itself to all the needed signals
from all the property resolvers during in Phase 1 of the overall configuration
algorithm that was seen in Section 4.1. More precisely, after having discovered
all the available components by querying the system, the configurator selects
and activates all the needed resolvers. Then, it connects itself to their outputs,
whose values indicate the component properties that were not known in the
input template. Resolved properties complete the parameterization of the input
template, and are used together with the other information contained in it to
select the profiles of the candidate components from the set of profiles of all the
discovered components.

Example 4.5 Say that Marco is in the kitchen at the moment the task of play-
ing the radio at 110.0 MHz where Marco is located is input to the configurator.
During Phase 1 of its main algorithm, the configurator finds and deploys the
person locator, and connects itself to the only output of it. Then, the configura-
tor sets the username parameter of the person locator to the value of MARCO. The
person locator detects Marco, and outputs KITCHEN as its location. The config-
urator receives this through the established connection, and sets it as value of
the Place of the speaker to be looked for. The goal of the configuration search
is now fixed to playing the radio at 110.0 MHz in the kitchen.

4.4.2 Filtering the Discovered Components

Filtering the discovered components is a preprocessing of the search space: it
prevents the search algorithm to explore states featuring any of the components
whose profiles were filtered out. In order to understand how the filter works,
a couple of definitions are needed. Given a parameterized configuration tem-
plate t of components Bt, and a profile p ∈ P, with properties r

p
1 , . . . , rp

m, the
profile p is compatible with one component b ∈ Bt, if and only if:

• the type of p matches the type of b; and

• for all properties r
p
i of p, if it exist a property rb

j of b such that the type
of r

p
i matches the type of rb

j , then their values are equal.

A profile p ∈ P is candidate to enter a partial configuration of the search
algorithm if and only if there exist a component b ∈ Bt such that the pro-
file p is compatible with b. The two conditions of above constitute the rule for
component selection: applying this rule, the filter selects the candidate profiles,
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which all together constitute the set F, firstly introduced in Section 4.1, and dis-
cards all the other discovered profiles. Selection of the candidate profiles is the
first of the two stages of computation that where mentioned in Section 3.6.1,
in which the information contained in the component profiles is accessed and
used by the self-configuration mechanism. By applying the component selec-
tion rule, just the profiles whose type or properties match the ones listed in the
input template are selected as possible candidates to enter an effective config-
uration for the assigned task. Matching of profile types and properties is done
according to the criteria stated in Section 3.6.3.

Example 4.6 Consider the task of navigating Pippi to the kitchen, intro-
duced in Example 4.3, if the configurator has received the profile of a motor
drive mentioning a Support property of value EMIL, this is discarded because
Emil is not the robot that is asked to move. By applying the component se-
lection rule, the configurator discards as well all the profiles of other compo-
nents of the system, whose types are not subsumed by either PositionSensor,
MotorDrive, or NavigationControl in the adopted common shared taxonomy
of component types, introduced in Section 3.6.3.

By applying the component selection rule of above, the filter actually com-
putes a partition F1 . . . Fn of the set F of the candidate profiles. Being Bt the
set of components of the input parameterized configuration template t, for
all bi ∈ Bt, the set Fi of this partition collects all and just those profiles com-
patible with bi. The partition set constituted in this way is the ultimate output
of Phase 1 of the configuration algorithm of Section 4.1, and is used as input
for the two core search algorithms described in the next section.

As already anticipated in Section 3.6.1, and as it will also be clear from the
following section, the goal test of the configuration search does not apply any
condition to the single components that are candidate to enter the configura-
tion, but it just checks their mutual mutual compatibility. In a complementary
way, the component selection rule is a test applied singularly to every compo-
nent. Since component selection is done prior to configuration search, filtering
out components because of type or property mismatch is a profitable heuristic
cut of the search space: components with different types than stated in the in-
put template are probably not mutually compatible with the other components
of the goal configuration; and components of desired types, but with different
properties would probably not be desired in the configuration even if they were
mutually compatible with the others. The accuracy of this heuristic cut depends
on the suitability of the matching criteria. Raw matching criteria could exclude
good candidate components from the search, or even worse, let in components
that would fool the goal-test of it. As we already stated, improving the match-
ing criteria goes together with improving the component descriptions. We will
come back to this argument in the Conclusions.
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4.5 Configuration Search Procedures

Two versions of configurators were developed within this work. They differ in
the way they implement configuration search, as described below.

4.5.1 Dedicated Search Procedures

The search procedure can be tailored just for one configuration template T. In
this case the configurator looks just for configurations complying to T, hence
it is said to be dedicated to T. For example, there could be one procedure
dedicated to find configurations for the template corresponding to the task of
playing the radio and another distinct procedure dedicated to find configura-
tions for the template of the task of navigating a robot. All dedicated search
procedures are implementations of the schema of Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 DediSearch(F1, . . . , Fn)

Require: n sets F1, . . . , Fn of profiles.
Ensure: A configuration c̃ or FAIL.

c̃← ∅
for i1 = 1 to |F1| do

c̃← c̃⊕ p1
i1

for i2 = 1 to |F2| do
c̃← c̃⊕ p2

i2...
for in = 1 to |Fn| do

c̃← c̃⊕ pn
in

if GoalTestT(c̃) then
return c̃

end if
c̃← c̃	 pn

in

end for...
c̃← c̃	 p2

i2

end for
c̃← c̃	 p1

i1

end for
return FAIL

Function 4.1 GoalTestST(c̃)

Require: Two profiles: pS and pT .
if Mutual(pS, {pT }) then

Sc̃ ← Conn(pS, {pT })

return true
else

return false
end if

Function 4.2 GoalTestNT(c̃)

Require: Three profiles: pMD, pNC, pPS.
if Mutual(pMD, {pNC}) then

if Mutual(pNC, {pPS}) then
Sc̃ ←

Conn(pMD, {pNC}) ∪
∪ Conn(pNC, {pPS})

return true
else

return false
end if

end if

The input of Algorithm 1 is the partition F1 . . . Fn of the set F of candidate
profiles that outcomes from the filtering phase. In this case, the components
used to filter and partition the received profiles are the ones in the set BT. This
is the fixed set of the components of the template configuration T, to which
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the configurator is dedicated. The schema of Algorithm 1 can be implemented
just in specialized procedures, and it results in a depth-first search where the
maximum depth is given by n, i.e. the cardinality of the partition, which is also
equal to the number of components in BT; the branching factor at each level is
given by |Fi|, i.e. the number of profiles compatible to each bi ∈ BT.

Example 4.7 The implementation of Algorithm 1 dedicated to search configu-
rations compliant to the playing the radio template accepts in input two sets of
profiles: FS and FT . The profiles in FS are compatible with the desired speaker,
and the ones in FT are compatible with the desired tuner. Such implementation
has just two nested loops: the outer loop iterates over the profiles in FS, and the
inner loop iterates over the profiles in FT . The implementation of Algorithm 1
dedicated to search configurations compliant to the navigating a robot tem-
plate accepts in input three sets of profiles: FMD, FNC, and FPS. The profiles
in FMD are compatible with the motor drive, the profiles in FNC are compati-
ble with the navigation control component, and the ones in FPS are compatible
with the position sensor. Such implementation has three nested loops: the first
loop iterates over the profiles in FMD, the second loop iterates over the profiles
in FNC, and the third and innermost loop iterates over the ones in FPS.

We said that a search state in any configuration search algorithm is an inter-
nal representation of a partial configuration. Intuitively, a partial configuration
is one in which not all components have sources for all their inputs. Partial con-
figurations are never deployed by configurators, since they cannot be effective
due to the lack of some necessary data source. However, configurators explore
the partial configurations during their search, building them up incrementally
to obtain complete configurations, in which all components have feeders for all
their inputs. To do so, configurators work on sets of profiles, ideally represent-
ing the real components of the system. More precisely, in all dedicated search
procedures, an internal representation c̃ of a partial configuration includes the
ordered set of profiles Pc̃ cumulated through the nested loops, along with a
set Sc̃ of pairs of matching profile inputs and outputs. Initializing c̃ with the
instruction c̃← ∅ means initializing both these sets to the empty set.

At the beginning of every loop of a dedicated search procedure a partial
configuration is expanded with a new profile through the already mentioned
operator ⊕, and just before the end of the loop the same profile is removed
from the partial configuration through the dual operator 	. More precisely,
in the schema of Algorithm 1, the notation c̃ ← c̃ ⊕ p is a shortening for
Pc̃ ← Pc̃ ∪ {p}, while the notation c̃ ← c̃ 	 p is shortening for Pc̃ ← Pc̃ \ {p}.
The set Sc̃, instead, is never altered in the main procedure. All the pairs of
matching inputs and outputs of the profiles of a partial configuration are added
to Sc̃ in the goal-test function, but just if the goal-test succeeds.
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Example 4.8 Consider again the procedure dedicated to search configurations
for navigating a robot, which was the second one introduced in the previous
example. At the very beginning of it, c̃ is initialized with an empty Pc̃. Entering
the first loop, pMD

1 , i.e. the first profile of FMD is added to Pc̃. Entering the
second loop, pNC

1 , i.e. the first profile of FNC is added to Pc̃. Entering the third
and innermost loop, pPS

1 , i.e. the first profile of FPS is added to Pc̃. At this point,
Pc̃ = {pMD

1 , pNC
1 , pPS

1 }. The order of the profiles in Pc̃ is important. The goal-
test, i.e. Function 4.2 is called. If the goal-test succeeds, then the main procedure
terminates with success. Otherwise, still in the innermost loop, pPS

1 is removed
from Pc̃, and at its place pPS

2 is added. The goal-test is repeated for the new set
of profiles {pMD

1 , pNC
1 , pPS

2 }, and so on. . . . The main procedure continues until
the goal-test succeeds for some triple {pMD

i , pNC
j , pPS

k } of profiles, or until all
the possible triples of profiles have been tested, but the goal-test did not succeed
for any of them.

The goal-test of the search appears in the innermost loop of the main al-
gorithm. A different goal-test function is written for every different configu-
ration template T. Function 4.1 and Function 4.2 are the goal-test functions
for the sound template ST of Figure 4.2, and for the navigation template NT

of Figure 4.3. All goal-tests check the component mutual compatibility by ap-
plying Mutual, i.e. Function 3.1, to the input profiles. If the mutual compat-
ibility check succeeds, then the goal-test function fills Sc̃ with all the pairs of
matching profile inputs and profile outputs. The set Sc̃ is built by repeatedly
calling Conn, i.e. Function 3.2 on opportune sets of profiles. Mutual compati-
bility of profiles is checked just according to the interaction patterns mentioned
in the template to which the goal-test function is tailored. This is another prof-
itable heuristic cut of the search space, because in doing so the configuration c̃

passed to the goal-test function is submitted to just one test. Without making
use of the information about the meaningful interaction patterns contained in
the template configuration, the goal-test of Algorithm 1 would itself be a search
among all the possible ways of combining the profiles of c̃. This would turn out
in a massive growth of the search space.

Example 4.9 The goal-test in Function 4.1, for the template of Figure 4.2,
checks the mutual compatibility of the profile pS of a speaker (sink) against
a group of profiles constituted by the only profile pT of a tuner (sources, just
one in this case). Function 4.1 just checks if the outputs of pT can feed the in-
puts of pS, and not vice-versa. The goal-test in Function 4.2, for the template
of Figure 4.3, checks the mutual compatibility of the profile pMD of a motor
drive against the profile pNC of a navigation control component; then it checks
the mutual compatibility of pNC against a profile pPS of a position sensor.
Function 4.2 does not check if the outputs of pPS can fill the inputs of pMD,
because no interaction is supposed to take place between these two according
to the navigation template of Figure 4.3.
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4.5.2 The Generic Search Algorithm

The algorithm schema presented in the previous section can be implemented
just in specialized search procedures. Each of these procedures is dedicated to
look for configurations that comply to a single goal template T, whose speci-
fication is programmed in the logics of the procedure itself. Among the other
things, T fixes the number of iterations of the main function, and the way the
goal-test is implemented. This approach imposes to develop a different con-
figurator for each template configuration, i.e. for each category of tasks the
system can perform. This imposes clear limitations of flexibility and scalabil-
ity to the overall mechanism of automatic self-configuration. Algorithm 2 was
devised to overcome these limitations. Algorithm 2 is generic because it can be
implemented as-is to find configurations complying to any kind of template,
so performing whatever task the system is asked to do. A configurator that
features a direct implementation of Algorithm 2 is also called generic. The use
of Algorithm 2 instead of Algorithm 1 is the only internal distinction between
dedicated and generic configurators: all the rest of the overall configuration
algorithm illustrated in Section 4.1 remains the same for both categories.

Algorithm 2 GenSearch(t, F1, . . . , Fn)

Require: Template t, and n profile sets.
Ensure: A configuration c̃ or FAIL.

c̃0 ← ∅, C← {c̃0}

while C 6= ∅ do
c̃← first(C)
if |Ac̃| ≡ |Bt| then

return c̃

else
X← Expand(c̃, t, F1, . . . , Fn)
C← rest(C) ∪ X

end if
end while
return FAIL

Function 4.3 Expand(c̃, t, F1, . . . , Fn)

Require: Config. c̃; t, and Fi as before.
Ensure: All one-level expansions of c̃.

X← ∅
U← {bi∈Bt |∀p∈Fi is <bi,p> 6∈Ac̃}

for all bi ∈ U do
for all p ∈ Fi do

if local-compat(p, bi, c̃, t) then
X← X ∪ {c̃⊕ p}

end if
end for

end for
return X

The generic configuration search is a mere adaptation of standard search to
the problem of configuration search. Algorithm 2 accepts in input a parameter-
ized configuration template t, which defines the goal of the search; Algorithm 2
is also fed with the partition F1, . . . , Fn of the set F of candidate profiles that
outcomes from the filtering phase. The algorithm implements a sort of unin-
formed search, where exploration is done expanding internal representations c̃

of partial configurations, grouped in a working set C. Since the next expanded
state is always the first element of the working set, the strategy of the search
depends on the successive insertion in C of the set X of newly expanded config-
urations. As usual, appending X in head of C results in depth-first exploration
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strategy, while appending X in queue of C results in breath-first2 exploration
strategy. A different internal representation is used here for partial configura-
tions. In Algorithm 2, c̃ includes a set Ac̃ of associations between profiles and
template components, along with the usual set Sc̃ of pairs of matching profile
inputs and outputs. More precisely, Ac̃ is a set of pairs <b, p>, where b is a
template component, and p is a candidate profile compatible to b.

Example 4.10 Suppose that Algorithm 2 receives in input a parameterized ver-
sion of the well-known navigation template. The input template includes a
list of the three components bMD, bNC, and bPS, respectively representing
the motor drive, the navigation control component, and the position sensor
that are desired in the target configuration. In a meaningful scenario, the algo-
rithm receives at the same time the three sets of profiles FMD, FNC, and FPS,
where FMD contains only profiles that are compatible with bMD, FNC con-
tains only profiles that are compatible with bNC, and FPS contains only pro-
files that are compatible with bPS. At the very beginning, an empty config-
uration c̃0 is created, in which Ac̃

0 is the empty set. The working set C in-
cludes c̃0 only. The empty configuration c̃0 is immediately substituted in C with
the set of all its first level expansions. At this point, for every pMD ∈ FMD,
C contains a partial configuration in which Ac̃ = {< bMD, pMD >}; more-
over, for every pNC ∈ FNC, C contains a well a partial configuration in which
Ac̃ = {<bNC, pNC >}; finally, for every pPS ∈ FPS, C contains a partial configu-
ration in which Ac̃ = {<bPS, pPS >}. At the end of the first iteration of the main
loop it is |C| ≡ |F|. At the second iteration of Algorithm 2, the first partial con-
figuration is extracted from C. In this configuration it is Ac̃ = {<bMD, pMD

1 >}.
All the expansions of it are inserted in C at its place. One of these expansions
could have, for example, Ac̃ = {< bMD, pMD

1 >, < bNC, pNC
1 >}; another one

could have Ac̃ = {< bMD, pMD
1 >, < bNC, pNC

2 >}; another one could have
Ac̃ = {< bMD, pMD

1 >, < bPS, pPS
1 >}; and so on. . . . Adding a new association

to a partial configuration depends on the mutual compatibility of the newly
associated profile with the ones already associated. If no unassociated profile
can be associated to a partial configuration during an expansion step, no new
configuration is added to C during that step, hence C decreases in cardinality.
Algorithm 2 iterates until one partial configuration is completed, or until there
are no more partial configurations in C to be expanded.

Function 4.3 computes the set X of expansions of an input partial config-
uration c̃. The function begins computing the set U of components of t not
already associated in Ac̃. Recall that, being Bt the set of components of t, for
all bi ∈ Bt, the set Fi of collects all and just those profiles that are compatible
with bi. For all the components bi ∈ U, this function tries to expand c̃ with

2Breadth-first strategy was implemented in the generic configurator whose executions are de-
scribed in Chapter 5. This choice eased to debug the procedure.
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any of the profiles p ∈ Fi, i.e. the profiles compatible3 with bi. Each expanded
configuration is obtained adding to Ac̃ the new association <bi, p>. Expansion
of a partial configuration is again denoted by the operator ⊕. In Function 4.3,
the notation c̃ ⊕ p is a shortening for c̃ ← < Ac̃←Ac̃ ∪ {<b, p>}, Sc̃ >, where
b is the only component in Bt to which p is compatible (in the function, this is
necessarily component bi). The expansion is done if and only if:

• if all the components bf ∈ Bt that are the feeders of bi are already in some
association of Ac̃, then p is mutually compatible against all the profiles
that are associated to all the bf; and

• for all the components bF ∈ Bt that are fed by bi, if some bF has all its
other feeders already in some association of Ac̃, then the profile associated
to bF is mutually compatible against the set of profiles constituted by p

plus the profiles associated to all the other feeders of bF.

These two conditions constitute the rule of local compatibility, invoked at
the center of Function 4.3. To perform the first test of this rule, Function Mu-
tual is applied to p against the set of profiles associated to all the feeders of bi.
To perform the second test, for all the bF for which bi is the only unassoci-
ated feeder, Function Mutual is applied to the profile associated to bF against
the set of profiles constituted by p and the profiles associated to all the other
feeders of bF. Information about sources and sinks of component interactions
is gathered from t. If the antecedents of the above two conditions are not satis-
fied, the corresponding check on mutual compatibility is not done, and the new
profile is unconditionally added to the partial configuration. In such case, the
tests are postponed to some successive expansion step. Otherwise, if the local
compatibility check succeeds, Function Conn is applied to all the new sets of
mutually compatible profiles, returning all the pairs of matching profile inputs
and profile outputs, to be added to Sc̃. The set Sc̃ is filled up incrementally
every time a local compatibility test succeeds.

Example 4.11 Consider again the case discussed in the previous example. At
the beginning of the second iteration in Algorithm 2, the first partial configu-
ration is extracted from C and passed to Function 4.3 to obtain all its second
level expansions. Say that for this configuration is Ac̃ = {<bMD, pMD

1 >}, being
pMD

1 the first element of FMD. Function 4.3 starts computing U, i.e. the set
of components of the navigation template that are unassociated in c̃. In this
case is U = {bNC, bPS}. The function will try to expand c̃ with all the possible
associations of these two components whose profiles are mutually compati-
ble with pMD

1 . The outer loop of Function 4.3 iterates twice: the first time

3This procedure works correctly just if F1, . . . , Fn is indeed a partition of F, and not just a
coverage of it. This means that no profile p ∈ F is ever compatible at the same time with two
distinct template components bi and bj. Otherwise a profile p ∈ Fi ∩ Fj could be chosen to
represent in c̃ two distinct template components. This is generally undesirable.
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with b1 = bNC; the second time with b2 = bPS. During the first iteration of
the outer loop, the inner loop iterates over the various profiles pNC ∈ FNC.
Prior to add any of these profiles to c̃, local compatibility is tested. Since
according to the navigation template, bNC feeds bMD, which is associated
in c̃ with pMD

1 , and has no other feeder, in compliance with the second point
of the rule of local compatibility, mutual compatibility is tested between ev-
ery pNC and pMD

1 . For every pNC
x for which the mutual compatibility test

succeeds, a new expansion of c̃ is added to the expansion set X, in which
Ac̃

x = {< bMD, pMD
1 >, < bNC, pNC

x >}. During the second iteration of the
outer loop, the inner loop iterates over the various profiles pPS ∈ FPS. Since
according to the navigation template there is no interaction between the only
already associated component of c̃, i.e. bMD, and the component to be associ-
ated now, i.e. bPS, all the pPS are unconditionally associated to bPS in a new
collection of expansions of c̃, which are all inserted into X.

The goal-test of Algorithm 2 is trivial: it is returned the first configuration
that has a number of associations equal to the number of components in the
input configuration template. This is sufficient because every time Function 4.3
expands a configuration, it ensures that the newly introduced profile is mutually
compatible with its neighbors. The neighboring information is gathered from
the input template, and allows once again to heuristically cut the search space.
Without using such neighboring information, the local compatibility test would
explode in complexity, because at every expansion step the generic algorithm
would be forced to consider testing mutual compatibility of the newly intro-
duced profile against all possible subsets of profiles that are already associated
in c̃, in all their possible interaction patterns.

4.5.3 Reactive Aspects of Configuration Search

The internal functioning of the configurators developed within this work has
at this point been thoroughly illustrated. Despite that, we never justified why
did we call reactive these implementations of configurators, as we stated at the
beginning of this chapter. A clear aspect of reactivity of configurators is the
limited horizon of their search algorithms. Here we discuss the nature of the
short-sightedness of this search; other reactive features of configurators will be
described in the next section. The latter do not depend from the way the search
is performed in the above procedures, hence the separation.

In both search procedures presented above, the first configuration compli-
ant with the goal is immediately returned. After having found that solution, all
other branches of the search tree remain unexplored, which makes the search
non-exhaustive. The lack in the present work of measures of quality for config-
urations and partial configurations forces the adoption of uninformed search.
In this case, full exploration of the search space would just return a bunch of
possible solutions, none of which could be claimed to be a better choice with
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respect to all the others. Sub-optimality is an unavoidable consequence of such
kind of search, hence the decision to opt out exhaustiveness of exploration in
favor of a better performance.

Limited exploration horizon is a typical aspect of reactivity in search prob-
lems. The consequence of this is the fact that the chosen solution could reveal
itself inappropriate at the moment of startup, or at runtime, while a working
solution could have been found immediately at search time with an exhaustive
exploration of the search space. In typical reactive approaches, tasks are solved
by trials and errors, finding at runtime instead of search time the actual inad-
equacies of the possible solutions, and possibly implementing other solutions
that were ignored in the initial search. In the next section, it is illustrated how
this technique has been applied to the present work.

4.6 Monitoring Configurations and Reconfiguration

At the beginning of this chapter we presented the three-phase algorithm that all
configurators implement; in the previous section, two possible versions of the
second and most important phase of the algorithm were detailed. After the third
phase, a configurator has accomplished its job, and can be safely shut down. In
the present work it has been decided instead to let the configurator alive after
having activated a configuration, so it can monitor the configuration execution.
In case the configuration is not any more effective because of a change in the
context of the system, or simply because it fails, the configurator returns to
Phase 2 and retriggers the search algorithm4, so to find another configuration
that solves the original task in the new context of the system. Concisely, the
following Phase 4 completes the overall algorithm for reactive configuration:

4. when the deployed configuration is no more effective, return to Phase 2.

The intrinsic reactivity of the monitoring phase is clear: this is an event-
condition-action rule, where the action part consists in reconfiguring the sys-
tem. The monitored conditions concern the part < D, E > of the full con-
text < t, D, E > to which the implemented configuration c is related. More
precisely, the configurator monitors:

• the failures of components belonging to c, which implicitly change the
set D of available components;

• the indicators of the environment status E that are relevant for t, as issued
by the selected resolvers.

4Alternatively, the algorithm could rebegin from Phase 1, so to update the internal repository of
discovered components, to account for the possibility that useful components could have joined or
left the system in the meanwhile.
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Figure 4.6: The configurator as a reactive agent.

In the following of this section, these monitored conditions will be detailed,
along with their signaling events. Figure 4.6 is a representation of a configu-
rator as a reactive agent. The configurator receives as goal the parameterized
configuration template (or, in the dedicated case, just the template parame-
ters), then it interacts in closed loop with its environment, which is the whole
distributed system. The configurator operates into the environment enacting
configurations, and gathers percepts in form of status and failure signals.

4.6.1 Failures of Components

Configurators can monitor clean failures of the components belonging to the
implemented configuration by connecting to the special output FAIL of them.
Stated in the correct terminology of the event-based paradigm, the configurator
subscribes to the FAIL signals that all components are supposed to issue, when
opportune. Whenever a failure event is signaled by a component, in compliance
with Phase 4 the configurator proceeds with reconfiguration: it erases the ad-
vertisement of the failed component from the local repository, and it searches
for another configuration for the original task.

A couple of remarks can be done to comment this simple mechanism for
handling failures. The first remark is that, as just stated, this mechanism han-
dles just clean component failures, i.e. the cases in which a component is able
to detect its own malfunctioning, or inadequacy to accomplish the function it
was selected for. A more sophisticated kind of monitoring in which the moni-
toring agent, i.e. the configurator, actively inspects the correct execution of the
launched task is out of the scope of this thesis. The second remark is that even
this simple mechanism for handling component failures is adequate to imple-
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ment the typical reactive technique to solve tasks by trials and errors, hence
compensating to some extent the short-sightedness of reactive search, as it was
already hinted in Section 4.5.3.

Example 4.12 Suppose that for the task of navigating a robot a configurator
selects as position sensor an external tracking component. Suppose that as soon
as it is run, such tracking component fails its attempt to connect to the default
video-camera, which was manually turned off. Before aborting, the tracking
component raises its FAIL signal. In reaction to this, the configurator tries to re-
configure its navigating robot by looking for another adequate position sensor.
The same would happen if the tracker connected to the needed video-camera,
but in the middle of the navigation the robot entered an area not covered by
such camera. The tracking component would decalare failure to its caller, and
again, another position sensor would be looked for the robot.

The two execution scenarios described in Example 4.12 clearly show that
configurators strictly comply to the reactive philosophy. Global planning in the
world model is replaced by attempts of executions in the real world: instead of
exploring the whole space of all possible configurations obtained combining the
discovered profiles, and instead of foreseeing at search time all possible causes
of failure, the search stops as soon as a plausible solution is found. The real
effectiveness of such solution is tested in the real world, and in case of failure
the search in the world model proceeds from where it was interrupted.

4.6.2 Changes in the Status of the Environment

In the scenario discussed in Section 4.4.1, the configurator receives the task
of playing the radio where the user is located. The configurator implements a
configuration that depends on the status E of the environment. As a matter of
fact, the configurator is implicitly asked to change the running configuration to
a new one whenever E changes in such a way this configuration is not effective
any more. This leads to a suggestive scenario in which the user is listening to
the radio while walking from room to room, the sound being diffused just in
the room he/she moves in. To solve this task the configurator connects itself to
an adequate resolver for the Place property of the speaker component. In this
case, such resolver is a person locator. The event-based paradigm well explains
the kind of interaction between the configurator and the person locator. The
configurator subscribes to the output signal of the person locator. Changes in
such signal indicate that user enters a new room. This is an interesting change
of the environment status, i.e. a condition which is monitored in Phase 4.

Example 4.13 In the scenario of Example 4.4, suppose that Marco moves from
the kitchen to the living room. The person locator updates its output to the
value of LIVINGROOM. The configurator receives this update through the estab-
lished connection, and compares it with the old value of the Place property of
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the speaker (KITCHEN, in this case). Being the two values not equal, the con-
figurator updates the Place property and then it retriggers the configuration
algorithm. Among the discovered speakers, all and just the ones with Place

equal to LIVINGROOM are now selected. If a complete configuration is found
featuring one of the newly selected speakers, the configurator deploys it, and
Marco can still listen to the radio, now playing in the living room.

Generally, the signals that tell about interesting changes in the status of the
environment depend on the specific task, and must be always explicitly listed
in the configuration template. This is done by specifying opportune resolvers
for the unspecified properties of the template components. There are no con-
straints on the number of interesting status events, and there could be multiple
signals changing different properties of the same or different components. It all
depends on the complexity of the requested task.

4.7 External View of Configurators

From the point of view of their implementation, the two search solutions re-
spectively treated in Section 4.5.1 and in Section 4.5.2 do not present any sur-
prising distinction apart from the ones obviously embedded in their different
philosophy: dedicated or generic. Dedicated search procedures are tailored to
one template configuration, hence their code can be optimized in various ways
for that template. The generic search algorithm can be easily modified to adopt
different exploration strategies; probably, it can also be easily extended to more
sophisticated search variants, like associating costs to the offspring of the var-
ious expansions. Instead of discussing more about the properties of the two
different search approaches, for the purposes of this work it is more interesting
to emphasize the important rebounds that these have on the way the configu-
rators are published and accessed in the overall system.

Dedicated configurators find and implement configurations compliant to
just one template. Altogether, the components that collectively perform the task
corresponding to such template can be conveniently abstracted as yet another
component of the system. A description for such an abstract component can
be written according to the same formalism adopted for descriptions of real
components, as it has been detailed in Section 3.4. It is natural to associate this
description with the configurator dedicated to the template that specifies the
task. Being described in the same way of all other components of the system,
dedicated configurators are therefore treated exactly as standard components;
it can be said that their presence is transparent to the rest of the system.

Example 4.14 Consider a new task: localizing a mobile robot. This can be
solved by the virtual sensor specified by the template of Figure 4.7 (right). This
is constituted by an image processing component fed by four video-cameras,
each one with a specific Support (supposed to be the ceiling), and a spe-
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cific Viewpoint (supposed to be a different spot for every camera) [47]. The
visual signature of the robot to localize is given to the image processing com-
ponent as an operational parameter; the output of the image processing com-
ponent is forwarded as output of the collective task. Figure 4.7 (left) shows
the advertisement of the Localizator, i.e. the configurator dedicated to find and
implement configurations for the task of localizing a mobile robot.

Figure 4.7: The template for the Localizator (right), and its advertisement (left).

A powerful consequence of the transparency of the dedicated configurators
to the rest of the system is that they can be used as normal components in other
configurations. For instance, the Localizator of the above example can be cho-
sen as a virtual position sensor by the configurator dedicated to the well-known
task of navigating a robot. Recall from Section 4.5.3 that the approach taken
by our configurators is said to be reactive because of the limited horizon of
their search. As a matter of fact, the real space of configuration search is cut
to a greater extent than what was told in Section 4.5.3. Treating the abstract
components illustrated here as atomic components, the search never expands
the parts of the search tree that correspond to exploring all possible real com-
ponents that those abstract components hide behind themselves.

Example 4.15 In case a configurator (dedicated or generic) is asked to find a
configuration for the task of navigating a robot, if the Localizator is chosen as
virtual position sensor for the robot, the overall configuration realizing the nav-
igation task includes also an image processing component, and several video-
camera components. However, the part of the overall configuration search that
finds opportune instances of these components is not covered by the configura-
tor that was called in first place, but deferred to the Localizator.
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Generic configurators cannot be transparent to the system, i.e. they cannot
be associated to any static description. This is because the task they implement
depends on the template that they receive as input when they are called. Since
generality of the configuration search inhibits the property of transparency,
generic configurators cannot be used as abstract components in other configu-
rations. At present, generic configurators are called via ordinary service invo-
cation, passing as argument the parameterized template. Details are given in
Chapter 5 about how this is done in the Peis-Ecology platform.

4.8 Discussion

In this chapter we have completed the illustration of the mechanism for auto-
matic self-configuration with a thorough description of the core components
of it, i.e. the configurators. We have analyzed the internal functioning and the
external appearances of two implementations of configurators. The core part
of the configuration algorithm, i.e. the configuration search is similar in spirit
to all approaches seen in the literature [9, 16, 31, 49, 59, 64, 82]. All those
approaches exploit planning techniques, and search is at the basis of any plan-
ning. On the other hand, the search that our configurators perform is neither
global, nor optimal. Generally, the approaches seen in the literature aim at re-
ducing the complexity of search to improve performances, while maintaining
optimality of the solution. Our kind of basic uninformed search cannot com-
pete in performance with the advanced techniques adopted in the literature.
Other implementations of our search algorithms could be built, with possibly
better performances, however optimization of the performances of the search
algorithms inner to configurators is not our primary objective.

On one side, the strength of our kind of reactive approach comes natu-
rally from it being complementary to the other approaches, which are based on
global planning. Due to its non-optimality, such approach is intrinsically fast,
because it stops and implements the first plausible configuration. If this configu-
ration is in practice ineffective the same algorithm will quickly find a substitute
for it, if any. On the other side, as we already pointed out, in our work we
are mostly interested in finding adequate abstractions and models to treat the
problem of automatic self-configuration in distributed robotic systems, and in
particular in Robot Ecologies. Moreover, we are interested in engineering most
appropriate architectures to deal with such problem. From this point of view,
we consider the idea of associating system tasks to template configurations to
be peculiarly valuable, as well as the template model that follows from it.

Instinctively, the configuration template model could be associated to the
OWL-S Process Model [79], just as our component profile and grounding mod-
els were associated to the homonym models of OWL-S. This parallel is not cor-
rect. In the framework of OWL-S, a service requestor is supposed to select a
web service by analyzing its profile, and then to fetch the model of such service
to determine how the interaction with it has to be conducted, or if such service
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can be made interact with other web services by performing some composi-
tion. In our framework, component profiles are used to select components and
to determine their mutual compatibility, whereas configuration templates are a
global description of the interactions needed in a configuration. Configuration
templates do not just list the possible interactions from the point of view of a
single component, but they list all the interactions that must happen in a con-
figuration. Moreover, the process model of a web service is usually fetched after
the web service is discovered, while configuration templates are not discovered,
but handed directly to configurators. The process model of a web service is as-
sociated to that single service; instead, configuration templates are associated
to entire configurations, and not to the single components.



Chapter 5
Experimental Runs

An implementation of the mechanism of automatic self-configuration described
in Chapter 3 has been developed within this work, and it has been grounded on
the already mentioned Peis-Kernel [12]. This is a network middleware that was
built as the communication infrastructure of a specific robot ecology: the Peis-
Ecology [66]. The self-configuration mechanism in general, and in particular
all the conf -components described in Chapter 4, have been tested on various
sample scenarios well suited for application to robot ecologies. A version of the
self-configuration mechanism featuring a generic configurator has been also
executed on the real Peis-Ecology testbed.

The sample executions reported here do not intend to be exhaustive tests
proving the full correctness of the developed pieces of software, nor they aim
at marking their performances. Instead, these are just examples aimed at clar-
ifying the functioning of the self-configuration mechanism. At the same time,
these examples suggest the general applicability and profitability of such mech-
anism in typical ambient assisted living scenarios, strengthening the claims that
were stated throughout this thesis. Finally, these sample executions have been
specifically chosen also because they focus on different aspects and features of
the various configurators thereby employed.

In Section 5.1, some insights are given about the inner nature of the Peis-
Kernel, which also help in detailing the steps needed to automatically deploy
configurations onto it. The sample execution of Section 5.2 treats one variable
configuration for diffusing sound or music at different locations. The sample
executions of Section 5.3 involve two distinct configurations for mobile robot
navigation, respectively aided by an external localization system and by an on-
board vision system. Finally, the experimental run reported in Section 5.4 shows
the execution of the self-configuration mechanism and of an automatically gen-
erated configuration on a real Peis-ecology, with real devices and robots, and
with fully fledged software components. The task assigned to the system is
again robot navigation. The experiment includes also a reconfiguration after a
failure in the middle of the configuration execution.

67
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5.1 Grounding Configurations on the PEIS-Kernel

Prior to illustrate the experimental runs of the self-configuration mechanism, it
is convenient to analyze the software platform for which it was implemented.
This is the Peis-Kernel middleware. In the following of this section we show
how the abstract features described in Section 3.1 are concretely implemented
in the Peis-Kernel. Besides the fact that interaction of the system components
in the configurations is achieved by exploiting the specific mechanisms of the
Peis-Kernel, there are two phases of the self-configuration process in which the
configurators themselves, as special components of the system, directly access
the API of such middleware: the component discovery phase, and the configu-
ration deployment phase. These are also detailed here.

5.1.1 The PEIS-Kernel Network Middleware

The Peis-Kernel is a peer-to-peer middleware. Communication between Peis-
Kernel applications takes place by sharing information in a common tuple-
space [28]. The Peis-Kernel applications are called Peis-components. In a Peis-
Kernel network, all the Peis-components are peers. The Peis-components are
concrete instances of the black-box components that we introduced in Sec-
tion 3.1.1, which are the target of self-configuration. Connectivity among Peis-
components is implemented using standard peer-to-peer algorithms. The tuple-
space of a Peis-Kernel network is distributed across the Peis-components: for
every Peis-component, the Peis-Kernel creates a local repository of tuples,
which constitutes the local fragment of the tuple-space. Peis-components ac-
cess their local tuple-spaces through the API of the Peis-Kernel.

The output ports of a Peis-component are the tuples that such component
produces and injects into its local tuple-space. Through the API of the Peis-
Kernel, the Peis-components can subscribe to the tuples produced by other
Peis-components. From the moment in which a Peis-component subscribes to
a tuple, to the moment in which the same Peis-component unsubscribes from
that tuple, the Peis-Kernel manages to copy every update of such tuple from the
tuple-space of the producer into the local tuple-space of the subscriber. If de-
sired, notification of the reception of the tuple updates in the local tuple-space
is done calling back the subscriber. The input ports of a Peis-component are the
callback functions registered to the Peis-Kernel, or the functions that indepen-
dently fetch the received tuples from the local tuple-space. Subscription to the
tuples produced by other Peis-components is a concrete instance of the abstract
mechanism of input-output connection, also introduced in Section 3.1.1.

As required in Section 3.1.2, the mechanism of tuple subscription produces
asynchronous interactions. A tuple producer injects its tuples into its local tu-
ple-space without caring if and what other components are subscribed to such
tuples, and when they will receive the tuple updates. On the other hand, a tuple
consumer processes a new tuple value when notified, or anyway when needed.
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Reception of a tuple is not synchronized with its production, but depends on
the constraints that the Peis-Kernel meets in the transfer of the tuple data over
the network. Finally, as also required in Section 3.1.2, subscriptions are intrinsi-
cally dynamic: creating a subscription to a tuple, means requesting to the Peis-
Kernel to transfer the tuple updates from the tuple-space of the producer into
the local tuple-space. Destroying a subscription means to ask the Peis-Kernel
to stop this transfer. In a Peis-Kernel network, no permanent subscriptions are
ever assumed between specific couples of components.

5.1.2 Discovery of Component Descriptions

The discovery phase of the self-configuration process starts unconditionally
when the configuration algorithm is triggered within a configurator. In a Peis-
Kernel environment, the configurator queries the system about all the available
components by subscribing to a tuple descriptions from any component of
the network. All and only the init-components deployed on the various sites
of the network produce such tuples. For every init-component, this tuple con-
tains the list of descriptions of all the functional components that are locally
available. In the present implementation, to obtain the local descriptions, the
various init-components fetch from the local mass memory just the profile parts
of them, while the grounding parts are built on the fly. When the configurator
subscribes to the descriptions tuple, the Peis-Kernel transfers all the descrip-
tions from the tuple-spaces of the various init-components into the tuple-space
of the configurator. These are collected by the configurator, and constitute its
internal database of discovered components.

5.1.3 Deployment and Dismantling of Configurations

In the deployment phase, the configurator needs to access once again the mech-
anisms of the Peis-Kernel. Recall from Section 4.1 that configurators work on
internal representations of configurations. These contain the set of profiles of
the components that have been chosen to participate in the configuration, and
the set of pairs of matching inputs and outputs of the chosen components. Con-
figurators store as well the grounding information of all the discovered compo-
nents. These can be accessed from the corresponding profiles. Taking the Init-ID
of a component from the grounding, and its name from the profile, a configura-
tor can activate such component by inserting a tuple component.x.reqstate,
where x is the component name, with value ON in the tuple-space of the com-
ponent that has address Init-ID. This is the init-component that manages the
component to be activated. Component profiles and component groundings are
accessible as well from every input and output data structure. Every pair of in-
put and output can be converted in a Peis-Kernel subscription by inserting in
the tuple-space of the sink component a tuple use-x, where x is the name of
the input, with value (i y), where i is the Comp-ID of the source component,
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and y is the name of the output. The actual subscription is performed by the
sink component. Every Peis-component is subscribed by default to tuples of
name use-x for each input x they declare. Once received one of such tuples,
whose value must have format (i y), a Peis-component subscribes to the tuple
named y from the Peis-component of address i.

For deploying a configuration c̃, a configurator subscribes first to the special
signal FAIL from every component of c̃; second, it activates every component
of c̃ through the first of the above mechanisms; third, it converts every pair
of matching input and output of c̃ into a Peis-Kernel subscription through the
second of the above mechanisms; fourth, it assigns the component parameters:
for every parameter x of every component of the input template configuration,
the configurator sets into the tuple-space of the corresponding deployed com-
ponent a tuple with name and value equal to the name and value of x, as they
appear in the input template. The order of these four deployment actions is im-
portant. Subscription to the failure signals is done before component activation
to be notified of eventual failures during component bootstrap. Deployment of
connections is done after component activation, because according to the above
mechanism, the real subscriptions are done by the components that own the in-
puts, hence these must be active when such subscriptions are requested. Finally,
parameterization is done after all subscriptions are established because setting
the component parameters means starting the processing of their functionali-
ties. This is meaningful only when all the components of the configuration are
correctly subscribed to all the data sources that they require.

For dismantling a configuration, a configurator first unsubscribes itself from
all the failure signals; second, it sets default void parameters to all the compo-
nents that have been previously parameterized; third, it cuts all the previously
established subscriptions. This last action is done by setting a default void tuple
of name use-x for every input x of the deployed connections into the tuple-
space of the component to which such input belongs.

5.2 Playing the Radio where the User is Located

The use case described in Example 4.4.1 was put in practice to test the self-
configuration mechanism and the generic configurator. The peculiarity of this
use case is that the task to be executed by the system configuration depends
on the status of the environment. More precisely, the task, and in turn the
configuration, depend on the location of the user: this is to be retrieved find-
ing a suitable property resolver. The goal of this sample execution is to see in
detail how the self-configuration mechanism generates and deploys a system
configuration originally specified at high-level as a parameterized configuration
template. The sample execution shows as well how the generic configurator sets
itself up to monitor the specified environment property and reactively changes
the implemented configuration at execution time to maintain it compliant with
its original high-level specification.
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5.2.1 Setup of the Sample Execution

All the system components used in this sample execution are fully fledged
Peis-components, running on different workstations that belong to the same
Peis-Kernel network. All components except the ones constituting the self-
configuration mechanism itself do not contain any meaningful computational
logics, besides the logics necessary to produce or subscribe to the tuples of inter-
est. This is irrelevant for the sake of this experiment, since as said in Section 3.1,
all the functional components of the system are black boxes from the point of
view of the self-configuration mechanism, therefore their inner computations
may be ignored.

The Task and its Parameterized Configuration Template

The task queried to the system is playing the radio at 110 MHz where Marco

is located. In order to set this task as input to the generic configurator, this
must be specified in terms of a parameterized configuration template, as it was
described in Section 4.3 and in Section 4.4.1. Figure 5.1 is a LISP serializa-
tion of the parameterized template that specifies this task. The serialization of
Figure 5.1 clearly shows the two components needed in the task, and hence
required in the configuration. The type is specified for each component: these
are respectively a radio_tuner and a speaker. The lists of the operational
parameters and properties follow for each component. The tuner has one pa-
rameter and no properties. The parameter to be assigned to the tuner has type
RadioFrequency; its value must be set to 110 MHZ.

(

(

; tuner component

( "Components;#radio_tuner"

( ("Data;#RadioFrequency" "110.0 MHZ") )

( )

( 0 ) )

; speaker component

( "Components;#speaker"

( )

( ("Environment;#Place" ""

"Components;#location_resolver" "MARCO") )

( 0 ) ) )

( (0 1) ) ; tuner/speaker interaction

)

Figure 5.1: Parameterized template for the task of playing the radio.

The speaker has no parameters to be set, but it has one property: its Place.
At the time the speaker is selected, its Place must have a precise value; how-
ever such value is not known at the time the parameterized template is issued
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to the configurator. This is why the string following the property type is empty.
Instead of a property value, the property specification lists the type of the re-
solver component that at execution time will provide such value: this type is
location_resolver. The last field of the property specification is the value of
the only operational parameter to be set into the resolver to obtain in output
from it the actual value of the Place property of the speaker. The resolver pa-
rameter has value MARCO, i.e. the name of the person whose location has to be
determined by the resolver.

At the end of each block corresponding to a component specification, the
configuration template enumerates also the interactions in which that compo-
nent takes part. In this case there is just one interaction (of sequence number 0),
to which both components participate. This is the only interaction listed at the
end of the configuration template. According to the template, such interaction
has component number 0 (the tuner) as information source, and component
number 1 (the speaker) as information sink.

The Available Components

For this sample run a total of five components are supposed to be available in
the system. Other components could optionally be available, but they would
either be redundant replicas of these five, or components performing other
functionalities, non interesting for the requested task. There are three available
speakers, whose two out of three advertisements are reported in Figure 5.2;
one radio tuner, of advertisement reported in Figure 5.3 (left); and one person
locator, of advertisement reported in Figure 5.3 (right).

Figure 5.2: Advertisements of two speaker components.
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The advertisements of the three speakers differ in their Comp-IDs, in their
names1, in their descriptions, and most importantly in the values of their Place
property. According to their advertisements, most specifically, according to the
values of their Place property, the speakers are located respectively in BEDROOM,
in KITCHEN, and in LIVINGROOM. All speakers have no parameters to be set,
produce no output signals, and require just one input signal. This last signal is
the same for all three components, and has type Audio. The advertisement of
the radio tuner lists its only parameter: the station, of type RadioFrequency.
The tuner has no properties, requires no input signals, but produces one output
signal, which has type Audio: this is the same type of signal required by the
speakers. Finally, the person locator has one parameter, of type HumanName, no
properties, no required signals, and one output signal: the person.location,
of type Place. Notice that this last type of data corresponds to the data type
of the only property of the speakers. This is the property that appears in the
advertisements of Figure 5.2, but is missing in the parameterized configuration
template of Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.3: Advertisements of the radio tuner (left) and of the person locator (right).

The three distinct processes associated to each one of the speakers are able
to call the Peis-Kernel API for subscribing to the required Audio tuples. The
person locator, instead, periodically issues tuples of type Place, and whose
values are randomly chosen between BEDROOM, KITCHEN, and LIVINGROOM. This
last behavior, yet trivial, is of fundamental importance for the sake of this run,
because the very purpose of this example is to show how the configurator is
able to correctly change the running configuration whenever the person locator

1The first and the third speaker (whose advertisement is not shown in figure) have the same
name, but this does not affect the configuration procedure, since they are distinguished by their
Comp-IDs, i.e. their middleware-level addresses.
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changes the value of its output signal. The various processes are run on two
workstations belonging to the same Peis-Kernel network: sand61 and sand62.
The tuner process and its advertisement are deployed on sand62 while the
three speakers, the person locator, and the corresponding advertisements are
deployed on sand61.

5.2.2 Run of the Sample Execution

The execution begins with an instance of the generic configurator up and run-
ning on sand62. A tuple of name configure, and with value the configuration
template of Figure 5.1 is manually set in the tuple-space of the configurator:
this triggers the configuration program. As it was said in Section 4.1, during
the discovery phase the configurator ignores the task specification. Instead, the
configurator queries the system for all the available components. On the Peis-
Kernel, this is done through the procedure of Section 5.1.2. The configurator
receives the advertisements of the three speakers, of the tuner, and of the person
locator, and collects them in the same list.

Environment Status Resolution

The configurator detects a missing property value for the speaker component of
the received configuration template. Before starting to look for a configuration
compliant with such template, the missing property value must be resolved.
The configurator scans all the profile parts of the received descriptions to find
one whose type matches location_resolver and that has an output whose
type matches Place. The matching succeeds for the person locator, whose type,
indeed person_locator, is subsumed by location_resolver in the common
shared taxonomy of component types used in this test. Part of such taxonomy
was already shown in Figure 3.12; another part of this taxonomy, which is
relevant for this example, is reported in Figure 5.4.

Once the configurator selects the person locator as the property resolver,
it activates such component, and subscribes to its standard failure signal. After
that, the resolver is automatically parameterized by setting the value MARCO into
its tuple-space under the tuple name person.name, which is obtained from its
profile. A real person locator would start to look for Marco in the physical
environment as soon as its input parameter would be set, and then it would
issue his location2 as output signal. This was not the case of the person locator
executed in the example, which just issued the value LIVINGROOM, randomly
chosen among the three possible locations.

Among the output signals of the selected resolver, the configurator sub-
scribes to the one whose type matches the type of the required property. In

2If the selected property resolver would not be capable to locate Marco, then it would issue
the FAIL tuple, and the configurator would react to that by searching for another suitable resolver
among the profiles of the discovered components.
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this case this is done with no further search effort, due to the fact that the se-
lected resolver has just one output signal. The value of this signal is received
by the configurator thanks to the Peis-Kernel, and copied into the value of the
Place property of the speaker component in the template. From now on, the
task for which to configure the system is fully specified by the configuration
template: the speaker component must have Place equal to LIVINGROOM.

Figure 5.4: Extract form the taxonomy of component types.

Configuration Search

Before starting configuration search, the configurator selects among the avail-
able components, the ones eligible to enter the target configuration. This is done
with the selection rule of Section 4.4.2: the configurator selects all and just the
profiles whose type and properties match the ones needed in the configuration,
as specified by the configuration template. In this case, the person locator is
filtered out because its type is not among the ones needed in the configura-
tion. The two speakers that are not in the livingroom are filtered out because
although they are components of type speaker, they have a property Place

whose value is not equal to LIVINGROOM, as now specified in the template.
This leaves back just two candidate components: the only discovered tuner,

and the speaker in the livingroom. Given the fact that the only input of the
speaker matches the only output of the tuner, the generic search program suc-
ceeds returning the configuration constituted by the only two possible asso-
ciations, and by the corresponding single connection. The radio tuner of the
template is associated with the only discovered tuner, and the speaker of the
template is associated with the speaker in the livingroom. The input of the con-
nection is the stream input signal of the speaker, and the output of it is the
pak.audio output signal of the tuner.

Configuration Execution

The configurator deploys the configuration according to the procedure of Sec-
tion 5.1.3. After the activation of the two selected components, the subscription
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to their failure signals, and the deployment of the only connection, the config-
urator sets the value 110 MHZ into the tuple-space of the radio tuner, under the
tuple name station, obtained from its profile. After parameterization, no fail-
ure signal being raised by any component, the system startup is concluded, and
the configuration runs in steady state.

Figure 5.5: Execution snapshot for playing the radio.

Figure 5.5 is a snapshot of the system status taken through a system in-
spection tool during the actual run of the example. The snapshot was taken
after configuration deployment. Notice the six active components: the two init-
components on sand61 and on sand62 with addresses 6100 and 6200 (default
values), which are always up and running; the configurator on sand62 with
address 938 (assigned randomly at startup); the radio tuner (named LC-A320)
on sand62, with address 6290 (as stated in its grounding); the person loca-
tor on sand61 with address 6152; and the speaker (named Pose-HT-250) on
sand61 with address 6133. The snapshot shows the active subscriptions as
well: the configurator is subscribed to the components output of the two init-
components, from which it received the various component descriptions in the
discovery phase; moreover, the configurator is subscribed to the FAIL signals
from all the active components but the two init-components; the configura-
tor is also subscribed to the person.location signal from the person locator;
finally, the speaker is subscribed to the pak.audio signal from the tuner.

It is important to remark that Figure 5.5 shows more items than just those
constituting system configuration running in this example. The configurator
and its own connections, altogether with the two init-components and the per-
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son locator, do not belong to the configuration. In compliance with Defini-
tion 1, the configuration enacted in this sample execution is the triple:

• Bs = {6290, 6133};

• Zs = {(6290.station, 110.0 MHZ)};

• Ss = {(6133.stream, 6290.pak.audio)}.

Status Change and Reconfiguration

Due to the nature of the exploited person locator, its person.location signal
eventually changes from LIVINGROOM to one of the other two possible values.
This is because we aimed at simulating the case in which the user moves from
one room to another, and a real user location monitoring system detects and
signals such displacement. In our sample run, the value of this status signal
switches first from LIVINGROOM to KITCHEN. In Peis-Kernel terms, this corre-
sponds to a tuple value update. The configurator is notified of such update,
being subscribed to the person.location tuple from the person locator, and
immediately verifies that the new value is different from the old one.

Figure 5.6: Execution snapshot for playing the radio after reconfiguration.

The configurator reacts by dismantling the old configuration, because this
is presumed not to be effective any more in the changed system context. After
that, the configurator changes the value of the Place property of the speaker in
the original configuration template, and retriggers the configuration procedure
from the filtering phase. This time the speaker in the livingroom is filtered out,
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and the speaker in the kitchen (named AISA-ST100) is the new candidate com-
ponent of type speaker. Nothing changes, instead, regarding the radio tuner.
The search procedure correctly finds the new configuration, being also the new
speaker mutually compatible with the radio tuner. The new configuration is
correctly deployed, as shown by the snapshot of Figure 5.6, taken after recon-
figuration. The new configuration is given by the new triple:

• Bsr = {6290, 6132};

• Zsr = {(6290.station, 110.0 MHZ)};

• Ssr = {(6132.stream, 6290.pak.audio)}.

5.2.3 Discussion

During the execution of this example, the person locator changed its output
signal multiple times between the three possible values of user location. The
generic configurator was always able to reconfigure the system so to comply
with the assigned task, i.e. it was able to switch speaker, when needed, always
selecting the one disposed in the same place indicated by the person locator.
This successful sample execution proved not only the correctness of the con-
figuration procedure for this simple execution case, but most importantly it
showed the adequacy of the devised model of template configurations to for-
mally express the kind of multi-component tasks this work copes with. In this
case, the adequacy of the parameterized configuration template of Figure 5.1
to represent the specific task of playing the radio at 110 MHz where Marco is
located as a configuration goal was demonstrated. The task requested to the
system was special, because it could not be completely specified at the time
the configuration template was written and parameterized, but it depended on
the variable status of the environment during the whole span of the execution.
The self-configuration mechanism could handle it successfully, showing the ad-
equacy of its even limited monitoring ability.

5.3 Navigating a Robot

The setup of a multi-component system for mobile robot navigation was intro-
duced since Example 3.1 as a typical use case of our mechanism for automatic
self-configuration. In this section we describe two distinct sample executions
of the self-configuration mechanism applied to such use case, both executions
featuring the combined use of a generic and a dedicated configurator. As ex-
plained in Section 4.5.2 and in Section 4.5.1, these two versions of configura-
tors differ in their internal search algorithms. While generic configurators can
find configurations complying to any template, dedicated configurators are tied
to one template configuration each, and look for configurations complying to
that template only.
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The two sample executions presented here build two distinct configurations
of the same system: one configuration serves to navigate a robot with abso-
lute positioning; the other configuration makes a robot dock to an object using
relative positioning. These two navigation scenarios have not been chosen at
random: they are replicas of two of the four actions constituting a high-level
mission that was run as main experiment in [49]. There, a robot ecology was
asked to make an odor analysis of the content of a fridge. This high-level mis-
sion was automatically decomposed in four actions: (A) navigation of a robot
equipped with an electronic nose to the kitchen; (B) automatic opening of the
fridge door; (C) docking to the fridge by the same robot as before; (D) odor
analysis by the electronic nose on board the robot. The four actions constitut-
ing this high-level mission are shown in Figure 5.7 (left). Actions (A) and (C)
are the ones that we consider again as test cases for the self-configuration mech-
anism. These actions are the two tasks queried to the system in the following
sample runs. In our case the two executions were tested separately, and must
be considered independent. Figure 5.7 (right) is a picture taken during the exe-
cution of the original experiment.

Figure 5.7: High-level actions (left) and original execution (right). ©2007 R. Lundh.

Although the configurations treated in these executions were already gen-
erated automatically in previous experiments, these are still valid benchmarks
to test our self-configuration mechanism. For these sample executions, the goal
is to show how our self-configuration mechanism can generate and implement
configurations for typical tasks of robot navigation. The potential to model ba-
sic tasks involving robot navigation in terms of configuration templates, and
to put in practice configurations compliant with them is of fundamental im-
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portance for our final product, which is especially targeted to robot ecologies.
These sample executions are of peculiar interest also because they practically
show that dedicated and generic configurators are not mutually exclusive solu-
tions, but their use can be profitably combined in the same executions.

5.3.1 Setup of the two Sample Executions

As in the previous example, all the functional components used in both these
executions are empty Peis-components. They contain just the logics necessary
to subscribe to the tuples of interest by means of the API of the Peis-Kernel.
Also in this case, the use of components producing real functionalities was out
of the scope of our tests. The two configurations treated here were already
executed in a real Peis-ecology during previous experiments [13, 49]. The ef-
fectiveness of such configurations was proved by those experiments.

The Move Task and its Parameterized Configuration Template

The first task queried to the system is moving Pippi to the kitchen. The cor-
responding parameterized configuration template is shown in Figure 5.8. There
are four components required in this task. Their types are: range_sensor,
position_sensor, navigation_control, and motor_drive. Looking at the
interactions specifications at the end of the serialization, it can be easily noticed
that the template configuration used in this example is an extension of the one
originally shown in Figure 4.3. The range sensor was added for sake of real-
ism, because this is needed for every navigation task in presence of non mapped
obstacles, and it is preferable in any case.

The navigation control component has one operational parameter: the des-
tination where to move the robot. This is of type Place, and its actual value
is KITCHEN. The drive and the range sensor components have one property:
their Support, which must be PIPPI. The value of these properties is known
a priori, so there is no need for resolvers, as indicated by the last two empty
strings in the property fields. The requirements of the position sensor are less
obvious, since they include a parameter as well as a property, one of which is
apparently redundant. These are meant to be interpreted as follows: given a
discovered component of type matching position_sensor, if it has a property
of type Support, then in order for such component to be selected as candi-
date the value of such property must be PIPPI; if such component accepts a
parameter of type Shape, then in case it will be inserted in the final configura-
tion, at deployment time the value of this parameter will be set to the shape3

of Pippi. The effect of this is that the configurator can choose for this compo-
nent either a real position sensor, provided that it is mounted on Pippi itself, or
alternatively a virtual position sensor constituted by some external localization

3In a real run, the value of the Shape parameter should be expressed in some appropriate for-
malism used for object recognition.
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system, which may need to be given the shape of the robot to localize as an
operational parameter.

(

(

; range component

( "Components;#range_sensor"

( )

( ("Objects;#Support" "PIPPI" "" "") )

( 0 ) ) )

; position component

( "Components;#position_sensor"

( ("Geometry;#VisualSignature" "~PIPPI_SHAPE~") )

( ("Objects;#Support" "PIPPI" "" "") )

( 1 ) )

; control component

( "Components;#navigation_control"

( ("Environment;#Place" "KITCHEN") )

( )

( 0 1 2 ) )

; drive component

( "Components;#motor_drive"

( )

( ("Objects;#Support" "PIPPI" "" "") )

( 2 ) )

(

(0 2) ; range/control interaction

(1 2) ; position/control interaction

(2 3) ; control/drive interaction

)

)

Figure 5.8: Parameterized template for the move task.

The Dock Task and its Parameterized Configuration Template

The second task queried to the system is docking Pippi to the fridge. The
parameterized configuration template for this task is shown in Figure 5.9. This
task specification is in part equal to the previous one: two of the four required
components are in fact identical to the ones listed in the previous configuration
template: these are the range_sensor, and the motor_drive. The interaction
patterns among the various components are also the same as before. Also this
task needs one component of type navigation_control, but this time the com-
ponent will be given in input a Furniture parameter instead of a Place. The
navigation control component used for the dock task does not need to be the
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same component of the move task, hence the different parameter types that the
two can accept.

To accomplish the dock task, the navigation control component is aided by
a component of type relative_tracking. A Shape parameter must be assigned
to this component with value the shape of the fridge. This is the object to
be tracked. The point of view is Pippi itself: this can be explicitly indicated
as the value of the second parameter, in case the tracker component is able
to track objects from multiple spots. Alternatively, in case the tracker has a
fixed reference frame, coinciding with its physical Support, then PIPPI is the
obligatory value for such property.

(

(

; range component

( "Components;#range_sensor"

( )

( ("Objects;#Support" "PIPPI" "" "") )

( 0 ) ) )

; relative tracking component

( "Components;#relative_tracking"

( ("Geometry;#VisualSignature" "~FRIDGE_SHAPE~")

("Objects;#Object" "PIPPI") )

( ("Objects;#Support" "PIPPI" "" "") )

( 1 ) )

; control component

( "Components;#navigation_control"

( ("Environment;#Furniture" "FRIDGE") )

( )

( 0 1 2 ) )

; drive component

( "Components;#motor_drive"

( )

( ("Objects;#Support" "PIPPI" "" "") )

( 2 ) )

(

(0 2) ; range/control interaction

(1 2) ; tracking/control interaction

(2 3) ; control/drive interaction

)

)

Figure 5.9: Parameterized template for the dock task.
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The Available Components

A total of eleven components are involved in these two sample runs. There
are one range sensor and one drive, whose advertisements are reported in Fig-
ure 5.10. These two advertisements are very straightforward: both have one
single property stating that their support is robot Pippi, as requested by the con-
figuration templates above. This suggests that they both interface some physical
hardware, indeed mounted on that robot. This is also indicated by their respec-
tive names: PippiSonars and PippiDrive, although these are not interpreted
by the self-configuration mechanism. The type of the range sensor is actually
sonar_array, which is however subsumed by range_sensor in the taxonomy
of component types. Being a pure sensor interface, the sonar array has just two
output signals, and no input. On the contrary, the interface to the robot drive
has just one input signal, and no outputs.

Figure 5.10: Advertisements of the motor drive (left) and the sonars (right) on Pippi.

The same navigation component will be available in both sample runs, but
to such component are associated two distinct advertisements, which are dis-
played in Figure 5.11. As it can be seen, these two advertisements have the
same Comp-ID, hence indicating that they refer to the same physical compo-
nent. The fact that these two advertisements are different facades of the same
software process is transparent to the self-configuration mechanism, at least
for all the processing that does not involve the component grounding. In fact,
it is convenient in general to abstract that there is just one navigation soft-
ware available to the system, and to consider the two advertisements of Fig-
ure 5.11 as referring to two distinct (logical) components. These two compo-
nents are both of type navigation_control, they both issue the same type
of output signal, and they also share the types of two out of three needed in-
puts. The component advertised in Figure 5.11 (left), called thinkingcap-at,
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accepts one parameter of type Place; the one advertised in Figure 5.11 (right),
called thinkingcap-near, accepts one parameter of type Furniture. The two
navigation components differ the one from the other also in the type of their
third input: thinkingcap-at needs to be fed with a GlobalPose2D, while
thinkingcap-near needs a RelativePose2D.

Figure 5.11: The move (left) and dock (right) navigation functionalities.

For the first sample run, the virtual position sensor called Localizator, al-
ready seen in Example 4.14, will be available in the system; for the second run,
a relative tracker called Relativator will be available instead. The advertisement
of the Relativator is reported in Figure 5.12 (left), while the advertisement of
the Localizator was already seen in Figure 4.7 (left), and we show it again in
Figure 5.13 (left). Both the Localizator and the Relativator are abstract com-
ponents. As explained in Section 4.7, this means that they are dedicated con-
figurators, which are published in the system through standard advertisements.
Figure 5.12 (right) shows the template configuration of the Relativator: this
dedicated configurator is capable to find and to deploy just configurations with
the components and the interaction patterns of such template. The roles of the
image processing software and of the video-camera needed by such template
are played by the two components advertised in Figure 5.14.

The template configuration behind the Relativator is very simple. The im-
age processing component takes an input stream from the video-camera, and
for each received sample it produces an output representing the position and
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Figure 5.12: The template for the Relativator (right), and its advertisement (left).

Figure 5.13: The template for the Localizator (right), and its advertisement (left).
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orientation with respect to the camera of a specific object inside its field of view.
The output stream of the image processing component is forwarded by the Rel-
ativator. It is useful to make some remarks on the features of the components
advertised in Figure 5.14. About these, it is important to notice that the type of
input needed by the image processing component matches the type of output
issued by the video-camera, that the only operational parameter to be set in
the image processing component matches the parameter of the relative tracking
component of Figure 5.9, and that the available video-camera is supposed to
be mounted on Pippi, as indicated by its Support property.

Figure 5.14: Advertisement for image processing (left) and for a video-camera (right).

The template configuration of the Localizator was already shown in Fig-
ure 4.7 (right), and we show it again in Figure 5.13 (right). The Localizator
makes use of the same image processing software as the Relativator, and of
four video-cameras placed on the ceiling at different viewpoints. The image
processing software is advertised twice, as it was for the navigation compo-
nent discussed above. The second advertisement of the image processing soft-
ware is not displayed here because it is practically identical to the one of Fig-
ure 5.14 (left), except for the fact that it has four inputs of type JpgImage

instead of one. The advertisements of the four ceiling video-cameras are iden-
tical to the advertisement in Figure 5.14 (right), except for the fact that they
have different properties, indicating that they are mounted on the ceiling with
specific positions and orientations, different for all of them.

Also for this example as for the previous one, all the components do not
contain any logic of computation related to the functionalities that they are
supposed to export, nor they have any real hardware interface. This with the
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noticeable exceptions of the Localizator and the Relativator, which are real
dedicated configurators, whose functionalities are indeed tested in these sample
runs. Both the Localizator and the Relativator will actually find and deploy
the configurations specified by their templates, given the available components.
The software processes associated to the various components are run on the
same two workstations of the previous example. The robot drive, the robot
sonars, and all the video-camera processes, are deployed on sand62 altogether
with their advertisements. The navigation component, the image processing
component, the two dedicated configurators, and all the relative advertisements
are deployed on sand61.

5.3.2 Runs of the two Sample Executions

The two executions are run separately, but they share the same experimental
setup. In particular, all the components described above are always available on
the workstations. Both executions start with an instance of the generic config-
urator up and running on sand62. The configure tuple, is manually set in the
tuple-space of the configurator. In the first run this tuple is set with value equal
to the template serialization of the move task, as in Figure 5.8; in the second
run it is set with value equal to the template serialization of the dock task, as
in Figure 5.9. As usual, setting the configure tuple triggers the configuration
program. The configurator acts as in the previous example, discovering all the
available components in both cases. This time all property values are specified
in the input templates, so the program execution proceeds without looking for
status resolvers.

Search and Deployment of the Main Configurations

In both executions, the robot sonars and the robot drive successfully pass the
filter pre-processing of the available components. This because their types and
properties match the ones required for the range and drive components in the
two input templates. The two advertised navigation components also pass the
pre-processing in both cases. This is because they have the same type, and be-
cause such type is required in both executions. Due to its type, the Localizator is
filtered out in the dock execution, while it is maintained in the move. The exact
contrary happens for the Relativator. Notice that neither the Localizator nor
the Relativator have a Support property, which is mentioned in both templates
for the position_sensor and the relative_tracking components, to which
their types respectively match. In perfect compliance with the selection rule of
Section 4.4.2, being this property missing from their profiles, its required value
is just ignored. All the other available components are discarded by the generic
configurator in both cases, because their types do not match anyone of those
which are needed in the two main tasks.
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In both runs, the two discovered navigation components are both candi-
dates for the role of the navigation_control of the template. For all the other
template components there is just one candidate component that during config-
uration search can be possibly associated to each of them. For the move task, no
configuration featuring thinkingcap-near can be generated. Indeed, accord-
ing to the template of this task, thinkingcap-near would be meant to interact
with the Localizator, but the relativeposition input of thinkingcap-near
and the pose.absolute output of the Localizator do not match. This can be
easily checked looking at their advertisements, shown in Figure 5.11 (right)
and Figure 4.7 (left). Consequently, the only full configuration generated dur-
ing configuration search features thinkingcap-at associated with the naviga-
tion control component of the move template. On the other hand, for the dock
task, no configuration featuring thinkingcap-at can be generated. Again, this
is because of input-output mismatch, this time between thinkingcap-at and
the Relativator. The only configuration identified for the dock task features
thinkingcap-near as the navigation control component. Figure 5.15 shows
the diagrams of the two configurations found by the generic configurator for
the move task (bottom), and for the dock task (top).

Figure 5.15: Main configurations for the move (bottom) and dock (top) tasks.

The configurator deploys the generated configurations following the pro-
cedure of Section 5.1.3. The participating components are turned on in the
order they appear in the above configuration templates after the configura-
tor has subscribed to their default failure signals. After the activation of all
components, the generic configurator deploys all subscriptions between them,
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also contained in the two generated configurations. The generic configurator
proceeds with setting the actual parameters of all components. The configura-
tion programs of the Localizator and of the Relativator are triggered when the
shape tuples, respectively with values �PIPPI_SHAPE� and �FRIDGE_SHAPE�,
are set in their tuple-spaces. When the two dedicated configurators are param-
eterized, the generic configurator is already subscribed to their failure signals.
Therefore, if something went wrong during the cascade configuration processes,
the generic configurator would immediately know and react.

For each task, the navigation component is parameterized just after the pa-
rameterization of the dedicated configurator. As already revealed, the two ad-
vertised navigation components are grounded on the same software process.
Such software is supposed to operate in two different modes, depending on the
parameter set into it: at_me in the first case; near_me in the second. It is left
to the logics internal to this software to correctly interpret the two different
signals to which it is subscribed in the two different modes: a GlobalPose2D in
the first case; a RelativePose2D in the second. When deployment is done, the
generic configuration program ends up, and the generic configurator enters in
its failure monitoring phase.

Cascade Configuration for the Move Task

After its activation by side of the generic configurator, the Localizator is up and
running on sand61 with address 6134, i.e. the Comp-ID stated in its adver-
tisement. The dedicated configuration program of the Localizator is triggered
upon setting the shape tuple in its tuple-space. This has just been done auto-
matically by the generic configurator. The task that the Localizator is asked to
implement is therefore localizing the mobile robot of shape �PIPPI_SHAPE�.
As by default, the Localizator ignores this task in its discovery phase. All the
advertisements of the components available in this experimental run (included
the advertisement of the Localizator itself!) are then collected.

All advertisements but those of the image processing and of the four ceiling
video-cameras are immediately discarded. Recall that there is just one image
processing software in the sample execution setup, but this is advertised twice
just like the robot navigation software. The image processing advertisements
differ in the number of image sources they list as required input signals, but
have the same component type. It is because of such type that they are both
selected as candidates. The four video-cameras are selected as candidate com-
ponents because of their type, and because of their specific support, position,
and orientation properties. Notice that the types and properties of the compo-
nents to select as candidates were not specified to the Localizator at the moment
it was parameterized. The types and properties of the needed components are
indeed encoded in the Localizator itself. No matter how it is called, the Local-
izator will always seek after one component of type image_processing, and
four components of type video_camera with a Support property with value
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equal to CEILING, and other constrained properties of position and orienta-
tion. This is another feature typical of dedicated configurators, besides their
dedicated search procedure.

In its dedicated search procedure, the Localizator puts together the descrip-
tions of one image processing at a time and of all the four cameras. This is
done in five nested iterations. The Localizator tries then to match all inputs
of the image processing against the outputs of the collected cameras. In order
to make the search procedure of the Localizator succeed with the right set of
components, we had to add an extra condition in its goal-test. This condition
states that, for the test to succeed, all the components of the tested configuration
must participate in some connection. Without this extra condition, the goal-test
would succeed also for a configuration featuring the wrong image processing
component subscribed to the output of just one camera, or for a configuration
with the right image processing component having all its four inputs subscribed
to the same output from the same camera. Thanks to this extra condition, the
search succeeds just for the configuration featuring the right image processing
component and the right subscriptions.

The Localizator deploys its configuration in a standard way, except for the
fact that apart from subscribing to the opportune failure signals, it subscribes
also to the obj.pos output from the image processing. This same signal will be
forwarded by the Localizator with name pose.absolute. This is the signal to
which the navigation component is subscribed in the main configuration. No-
tice that the configuration component whose output is to be forwarded, as well
as the type of output to be forwarded were not specified in the request issued
to the Localizator. These data are also fixed in the program of the Localizator.
Finally, the Localizator sets the only received parameter, i.e. �PIPPI_SHAPE�,
into the tuple-space of the image processing component. The fact that the Lo-
calizator forwards its parameterization to the image processing and not, for
example, to one video-camera is also programmed ad-hoc in its code.

Cascade Configuration for the Dock Task

In the second task, the Relativator is deployed on sand61 instead of the Local-
izator. Two parameters are set in the tuple-space of the Relativator: reference
with value PIPPI, and shape, with value �FRIDGE_SHAPE�. This time, the dedi-
cated configurator program is triggered at the moment the second parameter is
received. The task of the Relativator is tracking the piece of furniture of shape
�FRIDGE_SHAPE� from the point of view of Pippi. The advertisements of all
components are discovered and collected once again.

The Relativator selects as candidates both available image processing com-
ponents, plus the only video-camera with the Support property equal to PIPPI.
The fact that the second parameter of the Relativator is turned into a required
property of one of the sought components is encoded ad-hoc. Out of its three
candidate components, the Relativator puts together two groups, for each of
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which it checks if the mutual compatibility test is satisfied. An extra goal-test
condition is necessary also in this case: no output signal from no component
can be source of more than one connection. This avoids to choose the otherwise
acceptable configuration in which the wrong image processing component has
all its four inputs subscribed to the only available video-camera output. The
only other tested configuration, i.e. the one that has the right image processing
component fed by the only video-camera, succeeds. This is the configuration
that was actually desired.

As in the previous case, at deployment time the Relativator subscribes to the
output signal coming from the image processing component. The name of the
signal is again obj.pos. During execution, this signal will be forwarded under
the name pose.relative, to which the navigation component is already sub-
scribed. To conclude, the Relativator sets the shape parameter it has received
at the beginning of its execution into the tuple-space of the image processing
component. This triggers the image processing.

Full Configurations

After the entire configuration process, the result configuration for the task of
moving Pippi to the kitchen is:

• Bm = {6261, 6134, 6120, 6271, 6272, 6273, 6274, 6110, 6262};

• Zm = {(6110.at_me, KITCHEN), (6134.shape, �PIPPI_SHAPE�),
(6120.shape, �PIPPI_SHAPE�)};

• Sm = {(6262.setpoint, 6110.vel.setvel),
(6110.sonargeometry, 6261.sonar.pose),
(6110.sonarreading, 6261.sonar.range),
(6110.localization, 6134.pose.absolute),
(6134.forward, 6120.obj.pos),
(6120.cs-image1, 6271.image), (6120.cs-image2, 6272.image),
(6120.cs-image3, 6273.image), (6120.cs-image4, 6274.image)}.

The result configuration for docking Pippi to the fridge is instead:

• Bd = {6261, 6136, 6120, 6275, 6110, 6262};

• Zd = {(6110.near_me, FRIDGE), (6136.shape, �FRIDGE_SHAPE�),
(6136.reference, PIPPI), (6120.shape,�FRIDGE_SHAPE�)};

• Sd = {(6262.setpoint, 6110.vel.setvel),
(6110.sonargeometry, 6261.sonar.pose),
(6110.sonarreading, 6261.sonar.range),
(6110.relativeposition, 6136.pose.relative),
(6136.forward, 6120.obj.pos),
(6120.cs-image1, 6275.image)}.
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Figure 5.16: Execution snapshot for the move task.
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Figure 5.17: Execution snapshot for the dock task.
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Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17 show the two configurations. The components
correspondent to the various middleware-level addresses that are listed in the
above configurations can be found in these figures. The correspondences be-
tween names and addresses of the various components comply with what is
stated by the various advertisements. Also in these cases, the snapshots taken
with the system inspection tool show more components and subscriptions than
just the ones listed in the two configurations. In particular, the generic con-
figurator and all its subscriptions are out of the running configurations; on the
other hand, both dedicated configurators participate in the configurations, even
if during configuration execution they do not do anything more than forward-
ing tuples produced by other components. The Localizator and the Relativator
can be seen as routers of the information flowing between the real functional
components of the configurations. As last consideration, notice that the ad-
vertisements of the Localizator and of the Relativator did not mention their
forward input, while this input is exploited in the running configurations. This
input is hidden in the advertisements as well as the fact that the two abstract
components do not implement in their internal logics the functionalities de-
clared in their advertisements. From the point of view of their user, i.e. the
generic configurator, these components do what they declare to do, and they
do it without the need to be connected to other sources of information. Hiding
their forward input is hence consistent with the idea of functional abstraction
conveyed by these components. From the practical side, the fact that according
to their advertisements these components do not have inputs allows the generic
configuration algorithm to succeed in putting them in the configurations, just
as it was desired.

5.3.3 Discussion

The two samples were successfully executed, hence achieving the desired pur-
poses. In its whole, the mechanism of automatic self-configuration managed
to build up two distinct configurations out of the same multi-component sys-
tem. These configurations are supposed to perform two tasks of mobile robot
navigation. The requested ones are high-level navigation tasks that necessitate
symbolic goals, as opposed to more or less detailed trajectories to be followed.
These goals are the destination where to move the robot, or the object to be
docked. There are however a number of additional constraints for these tasks,
which also must be mentioned in a complete specification. These include for
example the robot to move, or the type of navigation. The components inter-
acting in the tasks and the patterns of their interactions are other fundamental
items of the specification, which are implicit in the original task description,
but must be made explicit for a multi-component task. The template configura-
tion model was shown to be appropriate to represent such kind of tasks in their
whole, expressing goals and constraints in terms of parameters, properties, and
types of the components, and of component interactions.
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These sample use cases have demonstrated some of the auxiliary features
of the self-configuration mechanism. In particular, they have demonstrated the
practical use of two dedicated configurators that are deployed in the system
behind standard advertisements. These configurators are invoked as normal
components of higher level configurations, but at execution time they function
just as routers of the signals produced by others. The real producers of the
signals are indeed the functional components of the sub-configurations; these
are invoked and managed by the dedicated configurators themselves, and are
invisible to the original callers. This solution was advantageous because it al-
lowed to obtain configurations of larger scale while avoiding overcomplicated
template specifications. The alternative option that forbids the use of abstract
components, besides forcing to write more involved template specifications,
would be also less flexible than the proposed one. In the adopted solution, a
single template component can resume multiple ways of implementing a single
functionality, with or without cascade configurations.

Another noticeable feature of the self-configuration mechanism is the possi-
bility to associate multiple advertisements to the same pieces of software. This
possibility was already hinted in Section 3.4.2, and we have shown it here ap-
plied for the first time. The self-configuration mechanism identifies the avail-
able components of the system with their advertisements. Each advertisement,
in turn, by the way it can be written, represents just one single functionality
of the system. It would be limiting to force a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween single software components and functionalities. In fact, it is common
for all software programs, with no exception in the field of robot ecologies,
to provide multiple functionalities packed in the same executable files. Asso-
ciating multiple advertisements to the same software, as it was done in these
examples for the navigation control and for the image processing, extends the
applicability of the adopted framework of component descriptions.

The two examples pinpointed also the intrinsic weakness of our framework
of component descriptions when it deals with functionally indistinguishable
components. This was the case of the two image processing components and
of the five video-cameras. All those components had all inputs and outputs of
fixed type JpgImage, making it impossible to identify from which camera the
image came, or to which image processing it was meant to be sent. This in-
duced an unavoidable fault in the original mutual compatibility test that was
formalized in Function 3.1. Since the proposed mutual compatibility test was
conceived to take into account just the input and output signals of the com-
ponents, such test is doomed to be faulty in case it is supposed to discriminate
between components that have inputs or outputs of equal types and that can
be distinguished just looking at their own types or properties, which are non-
functional features. In the cases under analysis, additional constraints were put
in the goal-tests of the Localizator and of the Relativator to exclude undesired
solutions, like the degenerate configuration of Figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.18: An undesirable configuration for localizing a mobile robot.

5.4 Real Run in a PEIS-Ecology

In order to demonstrate its practical applicability and effectiveness, the self-
configuration mechanism was tested in a real Peis-ecology physical demonstra-
tor. The experimental run that we present here puts in practice the first task of
Section 5.3, i.e. robot navigation with absolute positioning. This experimental
execution, however, develops in a different way. In order to exploit the real
components that were available in the Peis-ecology demonstrator, we slightly
modified the configuration template for the task; for the same reason, we did
not employ any abstract component. Moreover, for the sake of the experiment,
two interchangeable localization systems were made available instead of one.
The localization system that is initially employed fails during the execution of
the deployed configuration, forcing the mechanism to proceed with reconfigu-
ration. Besides the demonstration of a real system execution, this experimental
run aims at showing the last important feature of the self-configuration mech-
anism, i.e. reconfiguration upon a component failure.

Figure 5.19: A sample Peis-ecology.
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5.4.1 The Concept of PEIS-Ecology

Before proceeding with the illustration of the experimental execution, it is op-
portune to have a look at the platform in which it was performed. As detailed
in [14], the Peis-Ecology is a robot ecology in which all robots, distributed
sensors, and computationally enhanced everyday objects are abstracted under
the uniform notion of Peis (Physically Embedded Intelligent System), and in
which all cooperations among Peis are compliant to the abstraction of lending
and borrowing functionalities to and from each other. Figure 5.19 depicts an
elementary Peis-ecology, in which the mobile robot Pippi, borrows a tracking
functionality from an overhead monitoring system, and lends a door manage-
ment functionality to the fridge.

The Peis-Kernel middleware, which was discussed in Section 5.1.1, is in-
stalled on each Peis. The software that drives the various Peis is packed into
multiple Peis-components, also introduced seen in Section 5.1.1. There are no
boundaries to the functionalities realized by the Peis-components in a Peis-
ecology; however, Peis-components can be conveniently split in the two cate-
gories of data processing components, and interfaces to one or more physical
abilities of the Peis. The uniform cooperation abstraction of the Peis is imple-
mented through the uniform communication mechanism that the Peis-Kernel
imposes to the various Peis-components, i.e. subscription to the tuples pub-
lished by other components. In summary, a Peis-ecology is a collection Peis,
all situated in the same physical environment, all running some set of Peis-
components that can exchange information by publishing and subscribing to
tuples in a Peis-Kernel network.

Example 5.1 The Peis-ecology of Figure 5.19 is constituted by three Peis: the
fridge (which is supposed to be computationally enhanced), the mobile robot
Pippi, and the monitoring hardware. A two-status door actuator installed on
the fridge is driven by a dedicated Peis-component that is subscribed to a
command tuple. The command tuple is published by an action planner Peis-
component, running on Pippi. At the same time, a navigation control Peis-
component, also running on Pippi, is subscribed to a robot.pos tuple. The
robot.pos tuple is published by an object recognition and tracking Peis-com-
ponent running onto the hardware of the monitoring system, to which the ceil-
ing video-cameras belong.

5.4.2 Setup of the Experiment

Differently from the previous ones, this execution was performed in a fully
fledged Peis-ecology, with real robotic hardware situated in a physical environ-
ment. The test facility of the experiment is the Peis-Home: a reconstruction of
a small apartment of about 25 m2. A map of the Peis-Home is shown in Fig-
ure 5.20. This apartment is divided in three areas: the livingroom, the kitchen,
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and the bedroom. Walls separate the bedroom from the other two areas. The
livingroom area is under the field of view of a 3D stereo camera, directly con-
nected to a powerful workstation, called sand65. A PeopleBot named Astrid,
from MobileRobots Inc., seen in Figure 5.21, is present in the environment.
Astrid, sand65, and another couple of workstations (sand68 and sand61) are
the Peis involved in this experiment. These, altogether with all other Peis co-
habiting in the Peis-Home constitute our test-bed Peis-ecology.

Figure 5.20: Map of the Peis-Home. Figure 5.21: Astrid in the Peis-Home.

The Task and its Parameterized Configuration Template

The task of the ecology is moving Astrid to the bedroom. The parameterized
configuration template that we used this time is shown in Figure 5.22. This
template is different from the one of Figure 5.8, which was used in the previous
example. The new template features one extra component: the encoder. This
is meant to provide raw readings from the encoders on the wheels of a robot.
The real navigation component used in this experiment needs this information
to compute the robot orientation. Indeed, the orientation of the robot can not
be reliably detected by the available localization systems.

The navigation control component is now given a parameter of special type
B-Goal. This is tailored for the navigation software actually exploited in this
run. For all the other components the Support property is specified. If present
in their advertisements, this property must be equal to ASTRID, i.e. the robot
required to move. Differently from the previous case, the position sensor has no
parameters. As it soon will be shown and motivated, no actual parameters are
needed by the available localization systems. Finally, the interactions specified
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(

(

; range component

( "Components;#range_sensor"

( )

( ("Objects;#Support" "ASTRID" "" "") )

( 0 ) ) )

(

; encoder component

( "Components;#encoder"

( )

( ("Objects;#Support" "ASTRID" "" "") )

( 1 ) ) )

; position component

( "Components;#position_sensor"

( )

( ("Objects;#Support" "ASTRID" "" "") )

( 2 ) )

; control component

( "Components;#navigation_control"

( ("Concepts;#B-Goal" "(AT ME BEDROOM)") )

( )

( 0 1 2 3 ) )

; drive component

( "Components;#motor_drive"

( )

( ("Objects;#Support" "ASTRID" "" "") )

( 3 ) )

(

(0 3) ; range/control interaction

(1 3) ; encoder/control interaction

(2 3) ; position/control interaction

(3 4) ; control/drive interaction

)

)

Figure 5.22: Parameterized template for the experimental navigation task.
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in this template are the same as in the previous case, with the extra interaction
of the encoders feeding the navigation control component.

The Available Components

All the Peis-components4 already present in the Peis-ecology at the time the
experiment was performed were made visible to the self-configuration mech-
anism by providing them with standard advertisements. In total, twenty-two
advertisements were used in the experiment. Just six of them, though, referred
to the Peis-components of actual interest. We wrote new advertisements for
the range sensor and for the drive component. The advertisement of the drive
component is shown in Figure 5.23 (left). Both advertisements have the same
structure of the ones of Figure 5.10, used in the previous example. In particular,
the two new components have the same types of the corresponding old ones.
In the new advertisements, the Support property has value ASTRID, which in-
dicates that they refer to the equipment mounted on the robot that we will use
now. The encoders, whose advertisement is shown in Figure 5.23 (right), are
another physical sensor of Astrid. F or this reason, they also expose ASTRID

as value of their Support property. The sonars, drive, and encoders of Astrid
have all the same Comp-IDs, which indicates that they are all grounded on the
very same Peis-component. This is a Peis-Kernel compliant client of a stan-
dard Player [29] server, which provides uniform programmatic access to all the
standard hardware equipment of Astrid.

Figure 5.23: Advertisements of the drive (left) and the encoders (right) on Astrid.

4As defined in Section 5.1.1, the Peis-components are the software applications distributed in
the system. The term component, alone, will be maintained in the following to refer to the logical
entities handled by the self-configuration mechanism.
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The navigation component used in this experiment is advertised in Fig-
ure 5.24. The underlying Peis-component is a real robot navigation software:
the Thinking Cap [67]. The Thinking Cap is an implementation of a fuzzy logic
behavior-based architecture for autonomous robot control; it accepts high-level
goals in the form of logical propositions, called behavioral goals (or B-Goals),
which are conditions on the location of the robot relatively to the mapped
objects of the working environment. Once received a behavioral goal, the con-
troller of the Thinking Cap autonomously drives the robot in order to have
that goal satisfied. The only parameter of the Thinking Cap is therefore of type
B-Goal. At low level, the Thinking Cap takes at every control cycle the odom-
etry and sonar readings from the robot, and it issues a velocity setpoint to the
physical drive. The Thinking Cap can optionally accept an extra localization5

signal, to adjust the odometry reading. All these inputs and outputs appear in
Figure 5.24, with the EncoderReading playing the role of odometry.

Figure 5.24: Advertisement of the Thinking Cap.

5For the sake of this experiment, we pretended that the Thinking Cap could not work cor-
rectly without extra localization. This complies with the adopted model, in which all input signals
declared in a component advertisement must be supplied at runtime.
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As anticipated, two distinct localization systems are available in this exper-
iment for the role of position sensor. These correspond to two distinct Peis-
components. The first available localization system is a person tracker, and is
advertised in Figure 5.25 (left): it has type vision_tracking and it is grounded
on a people detection and tracking system [57], which makes use of the 3D ste-
reo camera of the Peis-Home, anchored to the ceiling of it. This vision system
is able to track PeopleBots like Astrid just as if they were persons. This compo-
nent accepts no parameters because in the exploited version it is able to detect
just one thing at a time. More specifically, the vision software can correctly de-
tect and localize one single object moving in an otherwise static environment.
This does not impose any restriction to our experiment, since Astrid is the only
thing that is supposed to move. The second available localization system is
an absolute odometry component, and is advertised in Figure 5.25 (right): it
has type odometry and it is grounded on a factitious Peis-component that just
transforms the value of the odometry from the Player server on Astrid into the
absolute coordinates of the Peis-Home. The information produced by the abso-
lute odometry component is redundant, since the Thinking Cap could compute
it by itself directly from the encoder reading. However, a second localization
system was necessary to assess system reconfiguration. These two position sen-
sors work on two different principles, as also reflected by their different types,
but from the functional point of view they are equivalent: they both issue a
single output of type PlanarPose, as required by the Thinking Cap.

Figure 5.25: Advertisements of the two available localization systems.

In summary, the experiment involves four Peis-components: the Player and
the absolute odometry, both installed on astrid; the Thinking Cap, installed on
sand68; and the person tracker, installed on sand65. All these Peis-components
except the Player export into the ecology just one functionality, hence each of
them is coupled to one advertisement only. The Player server, instead, exports
three distinct functionalities to be used in this experiment: these are the sonar,
the encoder readings, and the drive of Astrid. These three functionalities are
advertised separately.
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5.4.3 Execution of the Experiment

The execution begins with Astrid physically located in the livingroom of the
Peis-Home and facing toward the kitchen, as shown in the map of Figure 5.20.
An instance of the generic configurator is up and running on sand61. The ex-
periment run begins when the configure tuple is manually set in the tuple-
space of the configurator. This time, the value of such tuple is the parameter-
ized configuration template of Figure 5.22. The template is complete, meaning
that no property has to be resolved. In a straightforward way, the configurator
discovers all the twenty-two components available in the ecology, among which
are the six components of interest.

Configuration Search

As expected, all the components discussed above become candidate compo-
nents of the configuration search. The robot sonars, encoders, and drive match
the types and properties required by the corresponding components in the goal
template. The Thinking Cap is advertised as a navigation_control compo-
nent, precisely as needed. The person tracker and the absolute odometry have
their types subsumed by position_sensor; moreover, the Support of the ab-
solute odometry is ASTRID, as also demanded by the goal template.

During configuration search, all template components but the position sen-
sor have just one compatible candidate profile. In the tests preceding the expan-
sions of the search algorithm, the drive component is verified to be mutual-
ly compatible with the Thinking Cap, since the position.setvel input of
the first matches the robot.set-velocity output of the second. In turn, the
Thinking Cap is verified to be mutually compatible with the set of components
constituted by the sonars, the encoders, and the person tracker. The three in-
puts sonar.range, robot.position, and robot.localize of Thinking Cap
match the three outputs sonar.range, position.odopos, and person.pos of
the sources. The generated configuration includes therefore the person tracker,
which was the first position sensor that was tested6 and yet its test was success-
ful. A configuration with the absolute odometry component associated with
the position sensor of the goal template is not tested, although the absolute
odometry is maintained in the list of the available components.

The deployment phase proceeds as in the previous experiments, with the
fundamental difference that this time the configurator turns on real hardware
and draws subscriptions between working software. Just before the configu-
rator issues the contr.b-goal parameter, the Thinking Cap runs its default
behavior of standing still; the Player sends real sonar readings to the Thinking

6The order in which candidate components are picked up and associated to the template com-
ponents depends on the order in which their advertisements are received in first place. For the sake
of the experiment, we made so that the advertisement of the person tracker was received before the
advertisement of the absolute odometry component.
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Cap; the encoders send default null readings to the Thinking Cap7; in turn, the
Thinking Cap sends a null velocity setpoint to the Player drive. The deployment
of the generated configuration is complete when the contr.b-goal parameter
is set into the tuple-space of the Thinking Cap.

Figure 5.26: Configuration for the experimental navigation task.

Configuration Execution

The snapshot of Figure 5.27 (left) was taken with the usual system inspec-
tion tool just after the deployment was complete. Notice in particular that the
generic configurator has correctly subscribed itself to the failure signals from all
the active configuration components. After parameterization, the full deployed
configuration is the tuple <Br, Zr, Sr >, where:

• Br = {6542, 6880, 4221};

• Zr = {(6880.contr.b-goal, (AT ME BEDROOM))};

• Sr = {(4221.position.setvel, 6880.robot.set-velocity),
(6880.sonar.range, 4221.sonar.range),
(6880.robot.position, 4221.position.odopos),
(6880.robot.localize, 6542.person.pos)}.

Comparing this configuration with the ones seen in the previous naviga-
tion examples, it can be immediately noticed that it misses all the components
that were used before in the sub-configurations. For example, no video-camera
component appears here, because the stereo camera of the Peis-Home is not a

7The person tracker can detect and localize just moving objects, hence at the beginning it does
not send any tuple to the Thinking Cap. The person tracker will start to produce its signal as soon
as Astrid will begin to move.
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Peis-component. Such video-camera is directly connected to the person tracker,
and it transfers its video stream through a USB connection. This connection is
static and pre-built; because of this, it is invisible in the deployed configura-
tion. Another interesting difference from the previous cases is that now the
only Player component running in the configuration is head of all the connec-
tions transferring sonar, encoder, and setpoint data, while previously there were
distinct components, one for each signal. According to our framework, compo-
nents with the same grounding must share their runtime instance too, indeed
because it is not allowed by our middleware to have different running processes
with equal Comp-IDs.

Figure 5.27: Execution snapshots for the experimental navigation task.

System Execution

The Thinking Cap interprets the contr.b-goal tuple as soon as this arrives to
its tuple-space. The value of the contr.b-goal tuple is (AT ME BEDROOM): a
correctly formatted B-Goal. The Thinking Cap generates a behavioral plan (or
B-Plan) to have this goal satisfied, it activates its fuzzy controller (Figure 5.28),
and it starts sending velocity setpoints to the drive of Astrid. As soon as Astrid
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starts to move, the person tracker extracts its visual signature from the back-
ground of the images received from the stereo camera (Figure 5.29). The ab-
solute position of Astrid in the global coordinates of the Peis-Home is hence
computed and transmitted to the Thinking Cap. Thanks to this external local-
ization, the Thinking Cap can perform a better navigation than just with the
proprioceptive information of Astrid, provided by Player. The B-Plan gener-
ated by the Thinking Cap includes reaching the door of the bedroom, facing it,
crossing it, and entering the bedroom. Figure 5.30 (left) is taken from a video
of the experiment. It shows Astrid that moves away from its start position. The
navigation of Astrid proceeds smoothly inside the livingroom until Astrid exits
the field of view of the stereo camera. When that happens, the person tracker
looses the robot, and therefore it raises its FAIL signal.

Figure 5.28: Thinking Cap view. Figure 5.29: Person tracker view.

Failure and Reconfiguration

Upon receiving the failure signal, the configurator turns off the person tracker
and removes its description from the internal database of the discovered com-
ponents. Then the configurator dismantles the configuration. In particular, the
configurator assigns a default void B-Goal parameter to the Thinking Cap.
Astrid stops, because its drive is not receiving any more the velocity setpoint
updates. Given the limited field of view of the stereo camera, this happens when
Astrid is about to cross the door to enter the bedroom, as shown in the map
of Figure 5.20. Figure 5.30 (center), again from the video of this experiment,
shows Astrid stuck in front of the doorway to the bedroom.
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Figure 5.30: Three frames from the video of the experiment.

The configurator starts from scratch another search for a new configuration,
yet effective for the original template of Figure 5.22. With the exception of the
person tracker, the configurator selects again the same candidate components.
During a new configuration search, the configurator builds up the same associ-
ations as before, except for the position sensor, which is now associated to the
absolute odometry component. The sonars and the encoders of Astrid together
with the absolute odometry are mutually compatible with the Thinking Cap, so
another configuration can be generated and deployed, with the absolute odom-
etry taking the place of the person tracker. This configuration is displayed in
Figure 5.27 (right), and it corresponds to the following:

• Brr = {4225, 6880, 4221};

• Zrr = {(6880.contr.b-goal, (AT ME BEDROOM))};

• Srr = {(4221.position.setvel, 6880.robot.set-velocity),
(6880.sonar.range, 4221.sonar.range),
(6880.robot.position, 4221.position.odopos),
(6880.robot.localize, 4225.position.absodo)}.

As soon as the new subscriptions are deployed, and the original B-Goal is
reassigned to the Thinking Cap, Astrid resumes its course. The Thinking Cap is
able to navigate Astrid through the door to the bedroom also without the sup-
port of an external localization, just relying on the proprioceptive localization
provided by the odometry. When sufficiently inside the bedroom, i.e. when it
finds itself inside the destination area, also marked in Figure 5.20, the Thinking
Cap stops the robot, having successfully achieved its goal. Figure 5.30 (right)
shows Astrid having reached its final destination.
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5.4.4 Discussion

The adequacy of the adopted models of component advertisements and tem-
plate configurations to formalize typical tasks of robot ecologies, seen as pe-
culiar distributed robotic systems, was already demonstrated by the previous
examples. Those sample executions were also sufficient to test the functioning
of the various parts of the mechanism for automatic self-configuration in its
Peis-Kernel compliant implementation. This last experiment is an important
added value to the present work, since it proved that such mechanism could
be directly ported into a complete execution scenario in a real robot ecology,
without any changes or tweaks, neither in the models it uses, nor in its prac-
tical implementation. Including a failure recovery situation in the real experi-
ment was a valuable choice, because it allowed to investigate on the possible
rebounds that dismantling and recomposing configurations could have on the
correct functioning of real hardware and software components. In the tested
case, the material actions of sudden cut and recreation of the subscriptions,
and of parameterization reset did not present any unexpected effect.



Chapter 6
Conclusions

Automatic self-configuration provides autonomy to robot ecologies. Develop-
ment of fully autonomous artifacts is the ultimate goal of Advanced Robotics,
and as such it is inherited in Robot Ecologies. Instead of having a single ex-
tremely versatile robot capable to accomplish alone multiple complex tasks,
Robot Ecologies deal with multiple simpler artifacts, each one dedicated to a
single function, which are supposed to coordinate their actions to collectively
assist the user in diverse activities. Autonomy for such kind of systems im-
plies hence the ability to understand how the various elementary components
can combine together their efforts to perform the requested tasks; and then to
implement such collaborations. This is automatic self-configuration. The mech-
anism that has been developed within this work constitutes a solid framework
for the development of systems that are fully autonomous in their ability to self-
configure. As such, though, it can offer only preliminary results, and it leaves
wide spaces to new research and to major improvements.

6.1 Achievements of this Work

The main achievement of this work is to have devised a complete framework for
providing distributed robotic systems with the ability to automatically self-con-
figure. As a matter of fact, more important than the self-configuration mecha-
nism itself, which has been developed within this work, is the identification of
a guideline structure upon which a mechanism as such can be built in any dis-
tributed system. More specifically, a suitable architecture pattern for self-con-
figuration has been identified in this work, which is constituted by the oppor-
tune deployment in the distributed system of special init- and conf -components.
Moreover, a well-defined sequence of interactions and computations of these
special components has been determined, which regulates the generation and
the installation of configurations. In particular, the phases of component discov-
ery, composition, and configuration deployment have been identified as neces-
sary parts of the self-configuration process.

109
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The technique to associate machine interpretable descriptions to the dis-
tributed software components has been found necessary for obtaining self-
configuration from artifacts such as robot ecologies. As consequence, a model
has been devised for the typical software components that populate such arti-
facts. This model encompasses both the individual processing of components
and their mutual interaction schemes. Then, suitable formal descriptions that
express the relevant features of the components relatively to such schemes of
computation and of interaction have been invented. These are the component
profiles. The problem of automatic self-configuration has been successively de-
fined as the problem of search among the possible configurations of a given
set of components, represented by their profiles, for a configuration that com-
plies to a given goal assigned to the system. After that, a model for the goals
of configuration search has been found. This model associates single configura-
tions to parameterizations of generic system-level tasks, relatively to the actual
objectives. This is the model of configuration templates.

Additionally, a basic heuristic criterion for selection of components upon
their features, formally specified in their descriptions, has been proposed. This
criterion is meant to be applied after component discovery and prior to config-
uration search. Even if elementary, this criterion provides a dramatic reduction
of the configuration search space. The model of configuration templates has
been further extended to describe categories of tasks whose parameters do not
only depend on the actual status of the environment at the moment they are
issued, but can also change during the configuration execution. In this case, the
template model asks for the indication of the components that can determine at
run-time the values of the actual configuration parameters. These components
are the property resolvers. Finally, the extra features of monitoring configu-
ration executions and of reconfiguration upon failure has been added to the
mechanism. Monitoring is based on active declarations of individual failures
by the components belonging the configurations.

6.2 Scope and Limits of this Work

As we have often repeated, the developed mechanism for automatic self-config-
uration is a prototypical product, and as such it can be improved in many of its
aspects. The following are some examples of improvements that can be added
to the self-configuration mechanism in a modular way, by using well-known
results, or as part of new research. Standard enhancements can be done to con-
figuration search, like the addition of costs of use to component descriptions,
through which the effectiveness of the explored configurations can be estimated
prior to their deployment. The implementation of enhancements as such is
out of the scope of this work. From our point of view, estimating the costs
of employment of the components according to some heuristic, and then im-
plementing a standard heuristic-based search algorithm would add little value
to this work. On one side, heuristic-based algorithms like A∗ [33] are not any
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more a research issue; nor we believe that estimating the costs of using compo-
nents on the basis of arbitrary measures, e.g. electrical or computational power
consumption, would be of relevant scientific value. On the other side, more
advanced techniques, like automatic learning of the costs of components, and
load balancing upon such costs of the resources employed in the configurations,
are open research problems that are outside of the scope of this work.

Other issues that were deliberately left apart from our research were the
study of generation, deployment, and parallel use of multiple configurations,
and the study of more advanced criteria for monitoring the execution of con-
figurations. These are open research fields too, which would deserve some ded-
icated investigations. An even bigger issue, which was completely ignored in
our framework of models and abstractions, is that as a matter of fact in Robot
Ecologies interactions among components do not happen just by exchanging
data on virtual communication channels, but also by physical interactions of
the devices that are possibly driven by the components themselves. Such inter-
actions inherently create a network of inter-dependencies among components
that impose practical constraints to their combined use, but that can as well
augment their abilities, if correctly identified and managed. A more complex
framework of semantic component descriptions, as the one sketched in the next
section, could possibly embed the information useful in this sense.

Actually, the purely syntactic criteria of description and matching that we
have proposed here have already shown concrete weaknesses, even in the sim-
ple test cases that we have taken into consideration. The impossibility of the
component mutual compatibility test of Function 3.1 to sort out degenerate or
undesirable configurations as in the cases of the external localization systems
built by the Localizator and by the Relativator in the sample executions of Sec-
tion 5.3 is consequence of the impossibility to distinguish at a purely syntactic
level between sources of data that have equal type, but that carry information
of different content. In the case that we presented, the problem was raised by
images taken from different perspectives, and hence carrying different informa-
tion, although having equal data type. Again, we believe that a more articulated
description formalism, and in turn a more complex matching criterion are the
best candidates to overcome such limitation.

6.3 Future Directions

The two major directions of research that this work has naturally opened are
toward the improvement of the framework of component descriptions and con-
figuration templates to encompass the semantic richness of components and
tasks of Robot Ecologies, and toward the automatic choice by the system itself
of the configuration templates that shall be implemented to perform complete
missions spanning over multiple configurations, such as the one seen at the be-
ginning of Section 5.3. We have preliminarily explored both these issues, and
below we report some introductory discussions.
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6.3.1 Toward Semantic Component Descriptions

The component profile model that we devised is sufficient for the working of
our self-configuration mechanism, yet it is far too essential to be considered
complete. The most important of its limits are in the nature of its typing and
matching mechanisms. Except for the component types, which are organized in
a sample taxonomy, the typing mechanism of all the data is merely syntactic.
This imposes big limitations to the descriptive power of the component pro-
files, especially in relation to the semantic richness of the typical components
of Robot Ecologies. Not only a purely syntactic type system, but also a clas-
sic inheritance-based type system are not adapt to capture the full spectrum of
relations and interdependencies that component types, component properties,
and component parameters and signals have in Robot Ecologies.

Components running on devices of a robot ecology are very heterogeneous,
but the kind of data they work on is mostly fixed, depending on their type. For
example, image processing components work always on camera images; artifi-
cial odor classifiers work always on gas samples; robot navigation components
work always with localization and and set-point signals. The adoption of a for-
malism that allows to associate the features of the components to the default
quantities interesting for them, depending on their types, would probably im-
prove our component descriptions. It would be profitable as well to have the
possibility to state the default type of physical objects that the components with
hardware interfaces deal with, or the and physical properties that characterize
them in the most general case. For example, in such extended framework of
descriptions, it could be stated that all sensors must have by default a property
that indicates their position in the environment.

In a robot ecology, the data and information that components produce and
exchange is most of the times related to something in the real world. For exam-
ple, position measurements issued by localization components have a reference
frame anchored to a real position; temperature measurements issued by ther-
mal sensors relate to the zone of the environment in the neighborhood of those
sensors; video-camera images are pictures of the part of the environment that
falls into the field of view of the camera. Moreover, relations between com-
ponents and real world objects indirectly create relations between components
and other components. For example, a gas sensor mounted on one robot is re-
lated to the drive of that robot: without accessing that specific drive, the gas sen-
sor cannot be displaced; a video-camera mounted on a pan-tilt unit is related to
that specific unit; a camera on a pan-tilt unit, in turn mounted on a mobile robot
is related to both the pan-tilt drive and the robot drive. All these subtleties can-
not be handled by rude syntactic descriptions such as our component profiles.
The adoption of a semantic tool such as Description Logics [7] is envisioned in
future developments. Works already reviewed in literature [4, 21, 24, 35] can
be considered again as sources of novel inspiration.
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6.3.2 Toward a Hierarchical Architecture for Configuration

In our framework, the process of automatic configuration starts with a config-
urator receiving a specification of the task that the system is asked to perform.
In this thesis we proposed to adopt configuration templates as high-level task
specifications, to be processed by configurators. Nothing was said about how
templates are generated, though. In the experimental runs that we have per-
formed, the input configuration templates were always handwritten. However,
it is envisioned that given a higher-level task description and a pool of available
templates, a more evolved version of the self-configuration mechanism should
be capable in some way to automatically select the template possibly able to
solve such task, to parameterize it for specifying a concrete instance of execu-
tion, and to pass it to a standard configurator, hence triggering the well-known
configuration process. This idea of hierarchical configuration based on auto-
matic selection and parameterization of configuration templates is inspired by
reactive/procedural planning in Robotics, and also presents similar traits with
some works seen in the literature [18, 48].

Firby [25] introduced the concept of situation-driven execution of abstract
plans through the Reactive Action Packages (RAP). Each RAP is a set of task
methods candidates to achieve a goal under different situations. RAP task meth-
ods are ordered lists of primitive actions, directly passed to the low-level robot
controller, and of possibly other tasks, in turn associated to other RAPs. Be-
fore executing a task method, its context of execution is tested by binding its
variables to the ones of the present goal and situation. RAPs are meant to be
used as building blocks of high-level plans. In this way, the high-level planner
composes abstract plans, without actually knowing what actions will be exe-
cuted by the robot, since these depend on the RAP methods chosen at execution
time. Ingran et al. [34] worked on the Procedural Reasoning System (PRS), used
for planning or supervision. PRS features a library of plan procedures consti-
tuted by sequences of actions and by tests that may be performed to achieve
standard goals. Also in this case, the execution of each plan procedure with
actual parameter bindings is guarded by the compliance to a given context of
applicability. The Simple Hierarchical Ordered Planner (SHOP) proposed by
Nau et al. [60] makes analogous use of plan methods, which are ordered lists
of primitive operators associated to collective preconditions. SHOP performs
plan search using such methods instead of the primitive actions.

In the context of our work, template configurations are analogous to the
plan methods, or plan procedures of the above works. A high-level planner
could use suitable planning techniques for making the overall system execute
complex tasks by parallel or sequential execution of configurations. More con-
cretely, certain functional components could be associated to a number of el-
ementary planning actions, executable only when these components are con-
nected to other components in meaningful configurations. The specification of
every planning action could be then coupled with the templates of the config-
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urations that implement that action. When the high-level plan executor would
execute an action, it would fetch one template configuration associated to that
action, and then it would pass it to a configurator, after having parameterized
it with the actual variable bindings. In this picture, a generic configurator could
be conveniently seen as a special service component of the system, which would
enact configurations on request of the high-level plan executors. An opportune
way to deploy generic configurators would be then to include them as a stan-
dard service of the platform middleware.
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